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Planting.

often beard it said of a certain person,
"Oh, he can make anything live. All be
has to do is to stick a thing in the
ground and it will grow." But the
secret of success in transplanting is care
of the roots that they do not dry out,
care in setting tree or vine, getting fine
earth among the roots, care in getting
plenty of water in the earth when setting and care to pack the earth in
and around the roots to exclude the air.
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man

who "just sticks
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From the many complaints made of
the death of transplanted trees and vines,
and the wonder expressed that so many
bave lived when transplanted by this or
that person, it would appear that transplanting is one of the âne arte lost to
many or never acquired. Sometimes
the nurseryman who sold the stuck is
blamed for its failure to live; sometimes
the weather is assigned as the cause.
Having knowledge of the treatment of
some of this stock that did not survive
transplanting may indicate to others the
reason why they failed in the operation.
The first case in that of an intelligent
man who earnestly desires to succeed in
growing fruit trees and vines. He
bought some stuck of a nursery at a disWhen it died he complained of
tance.
it and asked advice. At first I thought
the stock might have died out in transportation, but inquiring into the matter
and learning that the buyer had kept it
in the original package, in the barn, a
week after receiving it, that thought was
dispelled. It is possible that some stock
has dried out in transportation, but in
this case the package was well wrapped
in moss, and was so moist that the buyer thought it would take no barm in the
barn. He was busy, or the places had
not been selected for the stock, or other
things were allowed to postpone the
trausplantiog, with the result that the
stock died.
The second case is also of an intelligent man who deferred caring for the
stock be bad bought for two days, and
then opened the package and exposed
it to the sun and wind, pulling it apart
and turning it over to select what be
wanted to plant, leaving the rest exposed meantime to a drying wind. He was
rather bitter at the nurseryman for selling such "rotten" stock.
The third case was another intelligent
man who deferred buying until the stock
was leaved out, and then objected to the
stripping of the leaves or shortening in
of the stem*, because he "wanted as
much of the growth as possible," and
when he planted it dug holes, thrust it
in, then filled in the dirt and left it.
In each case it is easy to discern the
probable cause of failure. In the first
case the buyer kept his stock too long in
the original package after receiving it.
It should have beeu taken out at once,
and if not ready to plant it should have
been "heeled in," which means that a
trench should have been dug deep, wide
and long enough to hold all the stock,
which should have been placed in the
trench, the roots well covered with
earth, the tops out of it, inclined at an
angle of 45 degrees or so. The dirt over
the roots should be "firmed down," patted with the spade or tramped with the
foot, to exclude the air. and watered.
Stock may thus be kept "heeled in" a
week, two weeks or three weeks without injury if after heeling in, the roots
properly covered, a mulch of straw or
grass is thrown over the roots.
In the second case the package was
left exposed to sun and wind for fortyeight hours, and when opened the root*
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fewer failures.
Plants, both

treee and vines, are in
of the earth too
many cases kept out
root syslong when transplanting. The
*11 "
tem dries out, and If they live at
takes a year or more for them to acquire
nourish
enough life force to get theirfrom
the
ment In sufficient quantities
soil. They languish and "just pull
through" in many cases because roots,
stem and branches bate become dry.
been
If plants must be kept after having
received before they can be planted, dig
in and drenoh them
a trench, heel tbem
do not
with water. And when planted
set them too deep in tbe ground. Many,
A
tree· are injured by deep planting.
stood
couple of inches deeper than they
in tbe nursery row ie deep enough
the roots,
Sprinkle fine earth among
wet thoroughly,
tramp it down firmly,
In fill in
soaked
and when the water has
will
the reat of the earth and the plant
probably live and grow.
It can
Transplanting la a fine art, but
and
be learned by one who loves planta
I "*ve
wlihea to saocMd with them.

all the large cities of the country. No
other standard is called for in the character of their milk than that of purity.
Thus all the legal standard required, in
whatever use is made of this product of
the cow, is one of purity.—Maine Farm·

"Looks like a picture from η book.'
said Fresno, hoping to win back the
ground he had lost by Sagebrush's
openly expressed admiration.
Polly was fluttered by the comments
and the glances of the boys, which expressed their approval of her appearance more loudly than spoken words.
She pretended, however, to be annoy"Where's
ed.
"Go 'long,' she said.
Biul Lane? Didn't you give him his
Invite?"
The boys turned from one to the
other with feigned glances of disgu-t
ot being slighted by Polly f< r an absent one. The one sided courtship of
Bud and Polly was known up and
down the valley, and indefinite postponement of their wedding day was
one of the Jests of the two ranches.
"Oh. \ve sent It on to him at FlorHe'll git It In time If he ain't
ence.
gone to the Lazy Κ with Buck Mc-

Kee." snid Sagebrush: then, turning to
the other cowboys, he added In an a·
grieved tone, "Polly ain't got no eye.·,
for no one excep' Bud."
Polly stepped to Allen's side and.
laying her head on his shoulder, said.
Allen patted the girl's
"Ain't I?"
head. He was very fond of her, look-

ing upon her as another daughter.
Polly smiled back Into his face and
then, with a glance at the cowboys,
said. "Say, Uncle Jim. there's some
bottles to be onened."

good

mau

a man that rode a pacln' horse."
His auditors looked at each other,
striving to remember who of their acquaintance rode a pacing horse. Sagebrush Charley shook his head. "Nobody down this way, 'ceptln', of
course, the boss, rides a pacer. Must

was

be one of the Lazy Κ outfit, I reckon."
"Most likely," said the sheriff. "lie
struck out south, probably to throw
me off scent Then he fell In with two
other men, an' this balled me up. I
lost one of the tracks, but follered the
other two round Sweetwater mesa till
I come where they rode Into the rivOf course I couldn't foller the
er.
trail any farther at that p'lnt, so. beln*
as I was near Uncle Jim's. I rode over
fer help to look along both banks nn'
pick up the trail wherever it comes
out of the river. Sorry I must break
up yer fun. boys, but some o' you
must come along with me.
Duty's
duty. I want Sagebrush anyhow, as I
s'pose I can't ask fer .Tnck Payson."
Sagebrush pulled a long face. At
auy other time be would have Jumped
at the chance of running to earth the
dastardly murderers of Ills old friend
Terrlll. But in the matter of this his
first experience of a wedding, he had
tickled his palate so lone with the
sweets of anticipation that be could
not bear to foreiro the culminating
swallow of realization.
"I don't see why 1 shouldn't be let
off as well as Jack," he grumbled.
You see, It's
"Our cases Is similar.
my first weddln'," explained the fore-

to the sheriff.
The other cowboys howled with delight. The humor of the situation
caught their fancy, and they yelled a
chorus of protestation in Hoover's
In this Colouel Allen joined.
ears.
man

"Don't spile the weddln'," he plead
"This here event has already
ed.
rounded up the Sweetwater outfit fer
you au' saved you mure time than
you'll lose by waltiu' till It's over.
Theu we'll all Jlne you."
Hoover commanded silence and, rolllug a cigarette, gravely considered the
proiK)sitiou. He realized that the murderers should be followed up at once,
but that If he forced the cowboys by
the legal power be exercised to fore-

"Hou-dy,

Miss Poilu?" thcy crlcd.

The invitation was an Indirect one.
but all knew what it meant and started for the house.
"Iioot beer," added Polly mischievously. "The corks pull awful hard."
Allen glanced at her in feigned

alarm.
"What do you want to do—stampede
the bunch?"
Before she could answer the approach of a horse attracted the atten-

tion of the croup.
"There's Jack now!" cried Sagebrush in tones which plainly showed
his relief. "No, It ain't," he added reflectively. "He rode his pat-in* mare,
an' that's a trottin' horse."
The cry of the rider was heard
quieting his mount. Allen recognized
the voice. "It's Slim Hoover," he cried.
Tolly clapped her hands and said
mischievously to Sagebrush: "Now
you'll see me inakin' googoo eyes to
somebody besides Bud Lane. I aln t
a-goin' to be the only girl in Pinal
county Slim Hoover ain't set up to."
"Au" shied off from," added Sage-

brush, a little nettled by Polly's overlooking him as a subject for flirtation.

"But

way?"

what'·

Slim

doln*

over

this

"Come to Jack's weddiu', of course,"

replied

Polly,

adding

complacently,

"An' probably projectin' a hitch-up of
his own."
Slim ran around the corner of the
house directly into the crowd, who
seized him before he could recover
from his surprise and proceeded to
haze him, to their Intense delight and
the sheriffs embarrassment, for be

knew that Polly was somewhere near
enjoying his dlscomtiture. Polly waited until her victim was fully ready for
The
her particular form of torture.
reception of the cowboys was crude
to her refined form of making the fat
sheriff uncomfortable.
With the velvety cruelty of a flirt
•he held out her hand, saying, "Hello,
Slim."
The sheriff flushed under bis tan.
The red crept up the back of his neck
He awkwardly took off
to his ears.
his hat. With a bow and a scrape he
greeted her, "Howdy, Miss Polly, howdy?" Meantime he shook her hand
until she winced from the heartiness
of the grip.
"What's the news?" she asked as
she slowly straightened out her fin-

gers one by one.
"There's beeu a killln' over Florence way," announced the sheriff, putting on his hut and becoming an officer of the law with duty to perform.
"Who is the misfortuuate?" asked
Sagebrush as they gathered about
Hoover and listened intently.

Murder In Arizoua was a serious
until punishment was meted
out to the slayer or he was freed by
Far from courts
his fellow citizens.
of justice and surrounded by men to
whom death was often merely an incident In a career of crime, the setmatter

to depend upon
i>eace ou the border.
They acted quickly, but utver
hastily. Judgment followed quickly
Their views were
conviction.
on
broad, and rurely were tbelr decisions

wrong.
"
Ole Man' Terrlll," replied the
er.
sheriff.
"Happened about 10 this
moruin'. Some man caught him alone
The pig tbat will weigh from 200 to in the railroad station an' blowed his
325 pounds seems to cover the greatest
head half off."
quantity for which the demand is best.
"Do tell!" was Allen's exclamation.
The farmer is looking for the pig that
"Yep." continued the sheriff. "He
he cao produce at the cheapest price, the
one that can convert the greatest amount must have pulled a gun ou the fellow
of plant food into pork, with a portion He put up some sort of a fight, us the
of a grain ration to keep the flesh hard- room is some mussed up."
ened and then, perhaps, finish off with
"Robbery?" queried Polly, with wide
two weeks' heavy corn feeding and do
open eyes.
this at the least cost.
"That's what," answered Slim, turnto her. "He had three thousan'
ing
difference
It does not make much
dollars pinned In his vest county
or
before
watered
whether bones are
for salaries. You know how he
after eating. It Is largely a matter of money
wad around with him, defyhis
one
toted
that
show
habit and experiments
la' m|B or the devil to get it away from
ai another.
aa

time is «boat

Well, some oiie who was both
an* devil was too much for him."
"Who found him?"
"I did myself. Went over around
noon after the money. Didn't stop to
go back to town fer a posse. Trail
Could tell It
was already too cold.
him?

A demand for milk of varying quality,
forced
watches, clocks put under ground as quickly m powjble
Gor- tlers were
out of it there would be yet pure, has brought the Walker
after
dug
being
themselves to keep
JEWELRY.
AND
den milk laboratories into existence in

With Dr. Pannenter, Norway. Maine.

wo
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go the pleasure they had been anticipating so greatly they would not be
su keen in pursuit as if they had first
"given the boss his seudoff." The
conskleratlous being equal, or, as he
put it, "buss an' boss," It seemed to
him wise to submit to Allen's

had !riî<1 his hand on the eherlffs
shoulder to detain him.
"No. siree." the cowboy replied; "not
me
Every man does his own klssln
In this game." Sllui halted as If undecided. Suddenly be turned on his heel
and started for the corrnl. "I'll wait

outside," he shouted.
"No. you don't!" cried his companions. Slim turned to face a semicircle
of drawn revolvers. He looked from

to another as if puzzled as to
what move to make next. Allen was
annoyed by the sheriff's actions, taking
It as an insult that Hoover would not
kiss his daughter, although he had
started to twit the sheriff in the beone man

By JOHN MURRAY and MILLS MILLER

Stock Intere5t5

The Farmer has
behind the stock interests of Maine,
fully believing that the value of neat
stock for the lasting benefit of the farms
must continue to be of highest importance. Notwithstanding the growing importance of the potato industry and tbe
possibilities of orcharding, both of
which are yet in swaddling clothe*,
stock—dairy animale, and beef animals
—give evidence of continuing to be tbe
foundation of Maine's prosperity for

From Edmund Day'· Melodrama

Novelized

er.

■"

Don't Look
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a
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The Round=Up

in the ground and It will grow," is
he who is attentive and careful to these
SOME
HA8
WHO
ON Κ
WON ONLY BY
details, and who after setting heads the
LIKE
AND tree or vine back properly.—William B.
PLANT
KNOWLEDGE OF
Cary, Windsor, Conn., in Tribune Parm-

thing

Δη hour's cbat recently enjoyed with
Dr. Leon S. Merrill, State Dairy InCIVIL ENOIMEER5 AND SURVEYORS.
structor, afforded much gratifying con35 High Street, South Parle, Maine.
firmatory evidence of the unmistakable
Telephone 11112.
advance of Maine stock husbandry toward higher levels. The farmers of
Map· and Plans made to order.
Maine are now quite generally of the
Ma·,·» of the tlmberl&nde and pocket maps of
a county for sale.
opinion that the average or medium
( Publishers of the Atlas of Maine.)
dairy animal or beef animal must be
superseded by something better. The
keen interest taken in the cow-testing
associations organized under the supervision of tbe department of agriculture
of Maine last season, was a sure indica14 Main St., Norway, Me.
tion of the desire for accurate knowledge
of dairy cows—their production, cost of
production and profit or loss resulting.
This year tbe demand for such knowledge among dairymen is still more evident.
Many dairy sections are now steadily
making demands on the time of Dr.
Merrill for information touching the details of operating cow-testing associLead
V Kinds of
ations. There is now every indication
that as many cow-testing associations
and Iron.
will be organized this season as can be
looked after by the department together
with those organized last season and
early this season. At least two new
J. WALDO
associations of this character are quite
certain to become a reality. One at
Bridgton, Cumberland County and one
at Charleston, Penobscot County. April
29 is the date set to complete the orΤ ample Street, rear Masonic Block,
ganization at Charleston.
A feature of tbe cow-testing work that
NORWAY.
Telephone Connection.
is proving of great advantage, is the
assistance that the college of agriculture
HOLLISTER S
of the University of Maine is giving to it
in the way of discussion of educational
questions by Dean Hurd and other memA limy ilediolne for Bo*y Peopl·.
bers of the college faculty. At a recent
E:;aj3 Uilioc Health aad Renewed Vigor.
meeting of tbe East Sumner, Oxford
-f >r
Live
λ
Indigestion.
Constipation.
k";
County association, Prof. Hurd epoke on
y Troubles. Pimples. Eczema, Impure
i Hre;;rh. Slue^'sh Bowt'Is, H-ftda'-li"
"Raising of Succulent Feeds and Eco• i.-tn·
It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tabnomic Feeding of Dairy Cows," and bef -::i. :c. >-uts a box.
Genuine made by
fore the Waterford and Norway AssociaΙ»·(ΐ·ο Company, Madison, Wis.
tion ou the same subject. A graduate
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE
student of tbe college, K. W. Redman,
also spoke at these meetings on Dairy
Sanitation. These, with Dr. Merrill,
afforded a force of speakers that were
able to let in much light on matters of
vital interest to the members of these
associations, there being over one hundred present at both meetings.
Equally interesting to the Farmer was
tbe intelligence obtained from Dr. Merrill in relation to tbe other line of work
being encouraged by the department of
agriculture, viz establishment of Breeders' Associations. There is now a most
were exposed to a drying atmosphere.
encouraging outlook for the second
If the plants were in good condition association of this kind to be orgauized
such
when received, they would resent
next week in Norway, the Holstein ownIt
treatment and give up trying to live.
ers of that vicinity being enthusiastic
inclined
an
is a simple matter to dig
for such orgauization. There is likehole in the ground large enough to ad- wise a
strong probability that a Jersey
mit the root end of a package of trees Breeders' Association will soon be orSouth Paris, Maine.
»».nknUln
and vines, and bury it under a good
J
J * f
M"1""
covering of earth when received, even if Warerford. Thus it will be noted that
orin
a
Oxford County is Retting
pace
ing or within a few hours. Tbe cool, ganizing for breeding and cow-testing
moist earth in the roots will prewerve tbat will
FOR
hurry other Maine counties to
their life and add to the chances of their overtake. In
organizing for orchard imthriving when planted.
and for protection of Bale
provements
deferred
In the third case the buyer
milk
interests, Oxford County has
buying until the trees and vines were blazed the way for Maine farmers and
not
do
I
in
too far advanced
growth.
beet of all betterment has resulted in
is quickly absorbed.
say they could not have been successfully each instance that thus far has been unGives Relief at Once.
he obbut
if
treated,
properly
planted
der way sufficiently long to show reIt cleanses, soothes,
jected to stripping the leaves of! and to sults.
1.
and protects
shortening in the stem and branches,
The whole broad question being so
t.e diseased mem·
both of which operations should be persolved and brought down to a
admirably
rone resulting fr..m Catarrh and drives
are
which
vines
formed with trees and
working basis by the departuw.iy a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores transplanted after the foliage is set. practical
ment of agriculture, is just another
t e
of 'l'acte and Smell. Full size The leaves draw the
sap from the stem illustration—aud a most convincing one
"··' cts. at
Druggist* or by mail. Liquid and branches when a plant is removed —of the
possibilities for good that are to
ι'"· .un Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
from the earth, and leave them dry, inof effort among
lir>>îh· -■*. 5»î Warren Street, N»*w York. asmuch as the roots cannot supply the be found in co operation
farmers. By union of forces and comloss. Their function is to extract moistideas
production of
bining of helpful
ure and nourishment from the earth and
E. W. ( H WULKK,
and other stock can be
dairy
supplies
when
they
supply it to the leaves, but
placed on a much more satisfactory
are removed from tbe earth they cannot
basis, then by carrying the co-operation
their
with
on
do it, and the leaves go
one step farther and uniting in the purand
stem
from
(unction of drawing sap
chase of supplies for dairying and other
branch, the consequence of which is, in necessities and luxuries, the farmer can
will furnish l>< M)RS and WINDOWS of any
a plant dug after the foliage is
of
case
make the proceeds of the dairy and farm
"Ue or Style at reasonable prices.
set that the leaves suck the juice out of
husbandry in general, of much larger
stem and branch.
They exhaust the
purchasing power. There is no dislife of the plant.
puting the fact, the day of co-operation
A tree or vine may be transplanted
among rural dwellers is at hand and
to
It la want of any kind of Finish for Inside 01 after the leaves are out—If necessary
Maine is making a good start toward inPine Lum
• >uteMe work, «end In your orders.
do so—by stripping them off and headthe new order of things.—
augurating
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
tbe
that
so
ing in stem and branches,
Maine Farmer.
tree
in
the
retained
be
sap in them may
and Job Work uutii the roots are again imbedded in
A Milk Standard.
earth, so that they can perform their
to
milk makers of Massachusetts
The
leaves
the
again
as
Sale.
begin
for
function
Matched 1'lne Sheathing
supplying milk to the Boston trade, at a
grow.
almost
One may easily see how the leaves act meeting held a short time since,
11. W.
when the to a man pronounced in favor of a standon a branch by cutting one
Maine.
the
Went Sumner,
leaves are just starting in the spring. ard of purity for milk in place of
standard of per cent of
They will go on growing as long as there present legal
Many people milk solids. This is a radical change
is any sap in the branch.
who have cut a branch of oak or other from what has heretofore been accepted
in milk, and
bard wood in spring and have set it as a as the measure of value
a requirement of
stake or post have exclaimed: "Ob, see! therefore necessary as
the leaves law. In view of the greater knowledge
My stake is going to live!" as
But when they of the constituents of value and the
come out and grow.
in the matter of
have exhausted tbe sap they dry up. In special office of each
food economy, it is reasonable tbat the
only a few varieties, such as the willow,
to legal requirements should be changed to
do the roots strike quickly enough
for
correspond with this broader and more
the sap taken np by tbe leaves.
supply
Farmer is
When you are troubled with your
Another person was disappointed be- complete knowledge. The
eyes. Have your eves examined
inclined to agree with this
cause bis vine did not live after planting therefore
DR.
PA
KM
ENTER,
by
who are making
it "just as carefully as I knew how." latest demand of those
Optician and Specialist
Ue planted it well enough, in a general the milk.
Com*-· here. Consult me.
instead of
Heretofore the value of milk has been
way, but the soil wa3 dry, and
Maine.
Norway,
from its content of
wauET THE SHUR-ON.
wetting it through with a pailful of he chiefly estimated
butter fat. While this estimate holds
ter he moistened the surface alter
had planted the vine with a watering true when wanted for certain purposes,
aa
One of the things to do is when yet when desired for its food value,
can
over uearly all town and city milk is, it is
the hole is half filled in with earth
down now known that the solids other than
the roots and has been trodden
15 years expert Watch- firmly to pour a pail of water into it and fat are quite as important to it· value as
and is the fat content. In fact it is now
maker with
let it soak all through the earth
after it has drain- known tbat milk low in fat is for certain
Kenmrd it Co., Boston. among the roots; then
and purposes the most valuable.
ed away fill in the rest of the earth
All milk should be clean, pure and
the air·
press it down to exclade
tn
Thus a legal requirement of
healthful.
were
"puddled
and
trees
If
Work
plants
All
all the protection of law
holes dug for them instead of having purity covers
the
(iuaranteed.
for. Then a person wanting a
the surface of tbe ground moistened called
few- milk rich in fat can buy such, while anwith a watering can there would be
A lit* le out of the way er failures in transplanting. And il other wanting low fat content and rich
from sun and in other solids can have his wants met,
but it pays to wa'k.
plant roots were protected
and were while all must be pure and healthful.
air when dug from the ground

Wm. C. Leavitt
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proposi-

tion, backed, as It was. by the justice
uf bis plan that the occasion of the
wedding bad already saved valuable
time in assembling the posse. He assented, therefore, but, to maintain the
diguity of his office and control of
the situation, with apparent reluctance.

"Well, hurry up the sacreements an'
ceremonies, then, an lue minute me
preacher ties the knot every man of
you but Jack an' the parson au* Uncle
Jim gits on his hoss an' toilers me.
I'll wait out In the corral."
At this there was another storm of
expostulation, led this time by Allen.
Of course Hoover was to come to the
wedding and be its guest of honor.
"You shall be the tirst to wish Jack
"That
an' Echo luck." said Allen.
means you'll be the next one to marry."

The ruddy faced sheriff blushed to
the roots of his auburn hair.
"Much obliged, but 1 alu't fixed up
fer a weddin'," and he looked down
at his travel stained breeches, tucked
in riding boots white with alkali dust,
and felt of his buttonless waistcoat
and gingham shirt open at the throat,
handkerchief
the
bandanua
with
arouud his neck in lieu of both collar

ginning.

"You ain't goln* to insult me an
mine that way. No man sidesteps
kissln' one of my kids," he said an-

grily.

Slim was plaintively apologetic. "I
ain't kissed a female since I was a

yearlin'."

"Time you started," snapped Polly.
"Yon kiss the bride or I take it
pussenel," said Allen, thoroughly
aroused.
"Well, if you put it that way 111 do
It," gasped Slim in desperation.
The agreement restored the boys to

their good nature.
"You will have to put blluders on
me, though, an' back me up," cautioned

Hoover.

"We'll hog tie you an* sit
head," laughed Sagebrush
guests entered the house.

on
as

your
the

CHAPTER VI.

in

his

over

Had this entailed the punshell IT.
ishment of himself alone he would
have done so, but he still retained a
blind loyalty in his associate and principal in the crime. Murder, It seemed,
was to lie expected when one took the
law In his own hands to right an injustice. He didn't clearly understand
It. It was his first experience with a
killing. The bearllessness of McKee
both awed and horrilled him. Evidentto
ly the half breed was accust
It appeared lo be eneuch actions.
tirely Juslilied tu his code. So bud

followed in dull silcucc the masterful
mau who had Involved him in the fear-

ful deed.
When they dismounted, however,
bis pent-up emotion burst f.>rth.
^
"You said there would be no killing,
hand
his
wearily
he gasped, passing
across his forehead as if to wipe out
the memory of the crime.
"Well, what did the old fool pull Ins

gun fer?" grumbled McKee petulantly, as if Terrlll were the aggressor in
the encounter.
Bud threw himself wearily on the

ground.
"I'd give the rest of my life to undo
today's work," he groaned, speaking
....

more

ion·

to himself than to his compan-

McKee heard him. Ills anger beean
If Bud weakened detection
to rise.
was certain.
Flight back to Ί exits
must be started without delay. If he
could strengthen the will of the boy
eituer oy promises 01 reward or tear
of punishment the chances of detection would lessen as the days passed.
"And that will be about twentyfour hours if you don't keep quiet.
Why didn't he put up his hands when
I hollered? He starts to wru.ule an
pull his gun, an' 1 had to nail him.
McKee shuddered iu spite of his
bravado.

Pulling himself together *vlth

an

ap"We 1

parent effort, he continued:
bold the money fer a spell, not spun.!·
a cent uv it till this thing blows over.
They'll never git us. Here; well divide it."

It all. I never want to touch
penny of it." said Bud earnestly,
moving along the ground to place u
greater distance between him and the
a

"Keep

murderer.

■he "wouldn't want no better dressed
man than him" to be present at her
own wedding, not even "the feller I am
goln' to hitch np to," whereat Slim
Hoover was greatly set at ease.

A terrifying suggestion had
hand.
Sashed through his mind.
"Hold on a minute!" he exclaimed,
md, turning to Allen, he asked anxously, "Does this here guest of honor
lave to kiss the bride?"
The question was so foreign to the
jerlous topic which had Just been un1er discussion that every one laughed
.n relief of the nervous tension.
Allen's fun loving nature at once
bubbled to the surface. With an air of
assumed anger he said to the sheriff:
"Of course; every guest has to do it"
Then, turning to the cowboys, he
isked, "Is there any one here as holds
out strong objection to kissln' my

Polly provoklngly.
"Oh, thunder!" exclaimed Slim to
Polly. "No, I ain't nothin' of the sort.

I'm a peaceful man, I am. I never
likes to start no trouble."
"Get out! Wbat'a one kiss?" laughed
Allen.
"I've seen a big Jack pot of trouble

opened by chippln' in Just one kiss,"
wisely remarked the sheriff.

Sagebrush at this point announced
decisively, "The bride has got to be

kissed."
Slim tried to break through the
group and enter the house, thinking
that by making such a move be would
divert their attention and that in the
excitement of the wedding he could
avoid kissing the bride, an ordeal
which to him was more terrible than
facing the worst gun fighter in Arl
loua.

"I

deputize

you to do the kissin' for
to Parenthesis, who

me." Slim said

"Fer

good."

our good, you mean. There's
too many of his kind comin' Into this
country. Did you hear about 'Ole Man"

Terrlll?"

Bud did not wait for her to explain,
but nervously answered: "They told
us about It In Florence when we were
coming through. We've l>een at the

ÏJlzy

Κ."
"Wasn't It dreadful?" rattled on
Polly. "Sllm's here. The boys are
roln* to turn out with him after the
tveddln' (o see If they can ketch the
feller who did the klllln'."
Bud puled iis he heard the news. To
conceal his distress ho moved toward
the door—anywhere to get away from
the girl to whom he feared he would
betray himself. "I'll Join 'em." he

"No,

you don't I" crlcd liia companion».
"Thanks. But you don't git out uv
Take
yer part iu tlio holdup tint easy.
yer share or I'll blow It Into you,"
said McKee,> pulling his revolver.
Hud, with au effort, arose and walked over to Buck. With clinched fists,
In agonized tones, he cried: "Shoot if
you want to! I wish I'd never seen
you! You dragged nie Into this! You
made ine your accomplice in a mur-

der!"
McKee looked at him In amazement.
This phase of human character was
new to him, truined as he had been
on the border, where meu rarely suffered with remorse and still -more rarely displayed It.
"Shucks! I killed him. You didu't
have no band In It," answered Buck.
"This hain't my first killin'. 1 guess
Buck McKee's pretty well known in
I took all the chances.
tome sections.
I did the killin'. You git half. Now,
take yer medicine
brace
up as'

straight"

"But 1 didu't want to take the mon·
ey for myself," replied Bud as if to
"Ob, Buck,
soothe his conscience.
why didn't you let me alone?" be continued as the thought of his position
again overwhelmed blm.
Buck gasped at the shifting of the

fall blame upon bis shoulders.

knotted silk handkerchief. His
deeply sunburned except a
spot shaped like a crescent Just below
the hair Une on the forehead, which
\rns protected from the sun by the hat
and I lie. shade of the brim. A similar
line of fairer s!;ln ran around the edge
of the fH'aln. I spinning over the ears.
FT1« !<::fr nbndcd the upper part of his
neck from the sun's rays. When his
hair was trimmed the untanned part
showed as plainly n-t ir painted. It is
the mark of the plniitsinan In a city
|nd
face

η

wan

or on a

holiday.

"Well, it's about time that you got
here." said I'olly. with a sigh of relief. -Where bave you been?"
"I stopped over at Sam Terrill's to
mîq about s ^nothing that I ordered
from Kai>s:is City. Then I had to go

back to my ranch"—
Cud started guiltily. Forgetting his
ilelermliiath'ii to Ignore I'ayson. lie
asked aiixl<>u':!y. "Y011 didn't see Terrlll, did you?"
"Oh. yes. Why do you ask?"
I'olly laid her hand on I'ayson's arm
find told him briefly of the shooting of

Terrill.
"Who shot him?" he asked when she
had finished.
"They don't know. He wis robbed
of a pile of money. Slim noover's Just
rode over ζο get a posse," she replied,
looking toward the door. At this bit
of Information I'ayson became anxious
about the plans for his wedding. The
ceremony was uppermost In his mind

Haven't I lost my Job?"
Importations from Tucson to the hotw.i
f ever.: glass.
mi
"Yes. but that's be;mis,, y,
hot headed an' give your boss t...
I'olly looked sifter Bud. smiling quizmuch Hp. But everything will come zically. "Bud's mighty hopeful, ain't
out all right. Jack says"be? Ain't you happy?"
"Has that low down liar ami thief
Don't I look it?" cried
"Veil bet!
i>
I
ii
over
"Never
been coming
you, Polly?
.lack, rubbing Ills hands.
he tell you how he gave the place lie thought I could be so happy. A fellow doesn't get married every day in
promised me to Sagebrush?"
"That wasn't u:iiil you give him the week."
I
slack, Bud. An' I'm sure he ain't a
"Not unless l.e lives lu Chicago.

"Snoot I) i/ou want to!"
fer two days If Hoover picks on me a.
one uv the uien lie's been follerlu'
You're sufc. Nobody'd put klllin' any
body on to you, let alone yer ο It
frieir Terrill. Why. you ain't a mar
yet, Bud, though I don't say It to dis
corrodge you. You've made a start
an' some day you won t think nc
more'η me uv klllin' a feller whal

thief.
Why""Thlef! Of course he Is, and a Ola k
er hearted oj:e than the man that kill
ed lerrlll. Isn't he going to steal niv
brother Dick's girl this very night?"
"But Dick is dead," expostulated

I shouldn't be sc Polly.
1 know It—thai
"Dick Isn't dead.
Jack Payson pot
if
turrlbly su'prlsed
he stammered. "1 feel it in my
what's comlu' to him some day. But Is,"
bones he isn't dead. And Jack fee!>
wbat bave you got there. Bud.'' be InΊ
That's why he's hurried up
it too.
man
holdquired as bo saw tbe young
this wedding."
ing a letter be bad withdrawn frouil "But
your own friend. Buck McKee,
the pocket into which he had put thf
the 'Paches
saw Dick just before
hills.
killed him."
"Letter 1 pot in Florence yesterday 1
"But not after it. and Buck now
when I was too full to read It, said I
thinks the rurales may have come up
from
it's
it.
Bud. He opened
"Why,
in time to sa\e him."
Γοΐΐν1" he exclaimed. "It's an invlte"Seems to me If that's so he has had
by God. It's an invite to Jack and time enough since then to write," ob
Echo's wedding! It's tomorrow! I be
j ce ted Polly, who was nevertheless imscoundrel has hurried the thing up foil
by Lud's vehemence.
fear l>i« k will pet back In time to stoji pressed
"How do you know that lie has not
I
re
I
believe you
Buck McKee,
It'
written?"
right! I could kill Jack Payson with
Polly could only gasp. These accusano more pity than I would a rattler 01
tions were coming too fast for lier to
Gila monster!"
answer.
At this exhibition of hatred by η»
"You can't tell what u man might do
companion a new thought flashed sud I
lu a case like that.
Perhaps Dick's
denlv through tbe Satanic mind of the
In the mountains, away from the
breed. It in vol veil an entire away
railroad, prospecting down in theGhos;
chance of his plans, hut the devilish
range, where he has been trying to ίο
irresl.-ti
was
daring of the conceptlan
cate the lost lode. There's lots of reasons for hl.s not writing to Echo, but
"Say" he broke In, with seeming Ir
Echo doesn't seem to mind. A year
relevance, "don't Payson ride a pacln'
and a half Is enough to mend any woII ill ΓΘ ?*'
S man's heart."
"Yes." answered Bud. "What of it.' I
"Now, you"- began Polly, who was
"Oh. notblnV said McKee. "It Jes
angry under the charges whi. h
an'
growing
sorter
as
uie
funny-rayson
struck
were being heaped on her two best
see"pacln', don't you
1 friends by the overwrought boy.
Bud was mystified. Had his
Bud would not let her linisli. but
nanlon gone daft?
I
"Echo never loved him. If she
McKee saw instantly that It would cried:
did she would not be acting as she
be very easy to tlx the charge of muris doing tonight."
dering the station agent upon I ayson.
to Echo's defense, Polly an
The ranchman had evidently left the I Itusblng
"She may or may not have
swered,
murthe
before
time
short
station a
loved Dick Lane, but I know that she
der and had gone straight south to
loves Jack Payson now with all hei
the Sweetwater. Unies· it had become
au' even If the Taches did
confused With their own tracks the heart,
not get your brother he Is ns dead tr,
trail would be a plain one owing to
her as If they had."
the fact that It was made by a pacing
horse, aud the pursuit would undoubt-

Stan's In yer way.

half*

j

com-J

some cast down becausc
not his weddln'," was McKee's
parting shot at the young couple. "1
Ex
low I'll go In an* join the boys.
cuse me."
"With pleasure," coldly replied the

It's

girl.

"You bet she Is!" I'olly broke In. "If
au'
you just want to keep her lovln*
Is to
you, all you've got to do
treat her white an* play square with
her."
"I'lny square with her." thought I'ayWas he playing square with her?
.sou
He knew that he was uot, but the
chance of losiug her was too great for

ioviu'

him to risk.
"l-'or if you ain't ou the level with
Echo Allen-well, you might as well
crawl out of camp. That's the kind of
L'lrl she is!" I'olly exclaimed loyally.

[to

bk

continued.]

ANCIENT DOCTORS.
Some of the Things They Knew Twelve
Hundred Years Ago.
The Russian Academy of Medicine
after examining a Tibetan "Handbook of Medicine," linn published 1,21*)
couyears ago. acknowledges that it
tuiiio man> truilis discovered or redisHere
covered by modem physicians.
are some extracts from the au< ient
volume:
"Number

of

bones

body. 300; number οt

In

the bumaa
U9; uum-

nerves.

ber of pores. 11.000.000.
"The heart Is the kin? of the organs
The lungs emand the staff of life
brace it as α mother does her child.
Sicknesses are due to man's malice, ignorance and inability to curb the pasfor these things Intenere with

sions.

the proper nourishment of the human
All unkind thought* react
upon the heart and liver."
The méthode for ascertaining the

organs

of a person's health were very
similar to those methods employed today looking at the tongue, feeling the
Vegetable until lues are
pulse, etc.
state

advocated: also bath*.compresses. massage, bloodletting, etc. Fines were imposed upon physicians who dlil not

keep their Instrument» clean.

from danger seized officers and ciperts
alike, and off they rushed with more
unauliulty than dignity. Only Victor
Kminanuel remained at his post lie
watched them for a moment and then,
in a quiet tone of kingly tenor, called
them back.
"No use running now," he said, with
his
a ghost of a smile playing about
lips." "All danger Is over."

In Morocco.
Morocco the prevailing tone Is
aud
grayish white, men's clothes
bouses, towns, bushes, tall uinbclll·
ferae, nodding like ghosts In autumnthe
all are white; white Minds upon
and In the Sahara and over all
In

derer just as the real criminal had
conjectured and desired.
Polly ran out ou the piazza. She

the house.
"Bud, he's

"The sweetest girl in the territory"—

began Jack.

with terrilic force, scattering
pieces of metal In every direction, but
luckily not seriously Injuring any one.
Nevertheless the uaturul Impulse to fly

rode In advance of Bud, distinguished
the voice of the sheriff In exi-ostulation against the general raillery con
ceutrated upon him.
The half breed griuued wolflshly. It
was evident that the bloodhound of
the law had tracked the supposed mur-

the man whom she regarded as
her lover's evil geulus. As he greeted
her Ingratiatingly, "Howdy, Miss Pol
ly?" she replied sharply:
"You ain't got no Invite to this wed
din'."
"I come with my friend Bud," he ex
plained, with an elaborate bow.
"1 dUlu't see you. Bud." answered
Polly, slightly mollified, as she crossed
the docryard to shake hands with her
Buck offered her his
sweetheart.
McKee
hand, but she Ignored him.
«hrugged Ills shoulders und started for

I'olly.

burst

ed.
They could hear the merriment
of the wedding guests in the kitchen
Loud laughter was punctuated by the
popplug of corks, aud McKee. who

saw

hear It's the liabit there," answered

A Fearlesi Prince.
Victor Kminanuel when prim e royal
held the rank of colonel In α regiment
of artillery, and Humbert 1 was on
Λ new explosive had been
the throne
Invented, and the young prince was invited to be present at some experl
ment s that were to be made with It.
At the first shot the cannon being used

before I break fer Texas. I'll go with
I
you to the weddln'."
ob"But you have had no invite,
Bud.
jected
"Oh, 1 reckon they'll take me along
I know too much fer Payon yers!
son to objeck to me too strenuous."
They rode up to Allen Hacleuda
shortly after Slim Hoover had arriv-

daughter?"

"Sllm's afraid of females!" drawled

'Tor

edly follow this.
Payson rode the only pacing horse
in the Sweetwater aud Bar One outfits, and it was certain to come to
light from Terrlll's receipts that Ml
bad been with tbe agent about the
time of the killing. The motive for
the robbery would be evident. Pay-1
son was In need of $3,000 to pay off
the mortgage ou his ranch.
McKee said to Bud: "I've changed
my mind. 1 think I'll sec a little fun

Polly was bouudlng up the piazza
steps to tell Echo of the accession to
her party when Hoover held up hie

Fresno."

explained Bud.
"Fer how long?"

breathing room about the cheat, but
tapered at the waist and clung closely over the hips. He wore a sombrero

at the time.
"Well, he can get one after the wed"When a feller ain't seen a feller In a
week, seems Ilk.· a feller ought to ding." Then he asked, "Is the minisDrace up an' start somethin'," replied ter here yet?"
Polly In nn Injured tone.
Polly laughlurly replied; "You're
Bud smiled In spite of his fears feelln' pretty spry now, but you'll be
Catching the girl in his arms, lie as meek as a baby calf In a little
kissed her and said, "I was waiting while. In this section a bridegroom Is
for the chance."
treated worse than a tenderfoot."
Polly disengaged herself from his
I'ayson smiled. He knew he was In
and
embrace
sighed contentedly for a thorough hazing by the boys.
What'· "That's all right. I'll get hark et you
"That's somethin' like It.
the use of hein' engaged to a filler \î some «lay, when you and Bud"—
you can't have all the trimmin's that
Tolly Interrupted him with a remark
You look as If you about minding his own business.
goes with It.
wasn't too happy."
Bud avoided entering into the conBud pulled himself together with an versation. He had walked towurd the
effort. He realized thai if he dl I n<t do..r ami was standing on the steps
show more Interest in Hie girl and when lu· answered for i'olly.
the wedding hi· might be .suspected <
"Looks as if your chances of getconnection with the mur 1er.
ting even with us Is a long way off,"
Ile trumped up nn explanation of hi- he said
Turning, he entered the
!touse to J. in tin· other guests, who,
moodiness.
Well, what call have 1 to |m; happy: by the noise, were enjoying Allen's

mind, and Bud was
the tragic ending of the
lawless adveuture Into which he bad
been led by his companion.
When Mclvee callously Informed him
that the agent had been killed in the
encounter Bud was too horrified to
A drv sob arose in Ills throat
speak
at the thought of his old friend lying
His
dend all aloue In the station.
first Impulse was to turn back to Horence and surrender himself to the
escape

'It s his last chance to see any fun
around here. He's leaving for Texae,"

perfunctorily.

A

brooding

The lwtlf breed ignored the sarcasm,
and, answering Innocently, "Much
obliged." he entered the house.
Polly turned on Bud. displaying her
resentment. "You an' him always kick
up the devil when you're together.
What did you bring him along fer?"
ehe demanded.

Slim Hoover's probably huskily answered.
nay 'Adois.'
on our track by this time, but I reckPolly, however, could see no reason
on he'll be some mixed in the trail for his evident haste to leave her.
around the mesa an' give the Job up
She felt hurt, out thought his acas a bad one when he reaches the riv- tions were due to her scolding him for
er. I'll show up on the Lazy K, whore being with MrKec.
"Yon ain't ever net me how I look?"
the whole outfit will swear I've been
ehe Inquired. Keeking to detain him.
"You look fine." complimented Bud

« FTER fording Sweetwater river
several times to throw purf \ suit off the track Buck Mc1 L Kee and Bud Lane entered an
arrovo to rest their mounts and hold
council as to their future movements.
During the flight both had been silent.
McKee was busy revolving plaus for

and tie.
Polly assured him that he would do
▼ery well as he was; that for her part

"Not me," laughed Sagebrush. "I'm
here to go the limit"
"I'm an experienced kisser, I am,"
said Parenthesis. "I don't lose no
?hance at practice."
•TO take two. please," simpered
Fresno.
Show Low. interrupted the general
sally which followed this remark, saying, "I strings my chips along with

"Well, I'll be darned!" lie muttered.
"You make aie sick, kid." Ilia voice
rose In anger and disgust.
"Why, to
bear you talk one would tblnk you
wuz the only one bad right feelln's.
I'm goin' to take my shure an' start
a decent life.
I'm goin' back to Texas
You take yer
an' open a saloon.
half, marry yer gal an' settle down
right here. Ole Man' Terrill'e dead.
Nothin' will bring him back, an' you
might as well git the good uv the monIt's Slim Hoover's, anyhow.
If
ey.
Jack Tayson can marry yer brother
Dick's gal on Dick's money—fer there's
no hope uv stoppin' that now—you can
cut Slim out with Tolly on Sllm'e salary. Aw, take the money!" And McKee pressed half of the bills Into Bud's
lax fingers.
The young man's hand closed upon
them mechanically. A vague thought
that he might some day make restitution conspired with McKee's Insidious
appeal to his hatred and Jealousy to
Induce him to retain the blood money,
and he thmst It within an inside
pocket of his loose waistcoat.
"Now," said McKee, thoroughly satisfied that he bad Involved Bud In the
crime too deeply for him to confess his
share iu it, "we'll shake hands an'

shore

white and saddening light, as If the
forwas tired o( shilling down
in no
life
ever on the unchanging
visited does
part of Morocco I have
the
the phrase "gorgeous east' have
noted
lea«t meaning, and this is always
who tiud
by the wandering easterners,
colot
the country dull and lacking In
with Asia, or, as the Arabe

u

"Ζ/ι/f«, Poli il! I Irlli,, liiidr
Poll}· was startiea nmi confused by

Bud's accusations. Accordingly it wa>
relief to lier when Jack Pityson ap
peared on the scene. Tliey had beeu
so interested in their conversation that
they did not hear him ride up to the
house.
"Ileilo, Polly! Ilello, Dud!"
were his cordial greetings, for he watdetermined to ignore his former employee's hostility. Itud did not an
swer, but looked moodily on the
a

ground.

To eastern eyes Payoon's wedding at
tire would appear most incongruous.
About his waist was strapi>ed a re
vol ver.
His riding trousers, close fit
ting and corded, were buttoned ovei
the calves of his legs.
Soft, highly
polished leather boots reached to his
His shirt was of silk, deeply
knees.
embroidered down the front and at

the collar.

HU Jacket

gave

him amoi·

eun

compared

call It. "Rlad Ks Schark."—"A Journey
"
Ό Morocco
When He Miseed It.
The bald headed man was asked If
he missed his hair much.
"Only when some fool question
makes me so mad I waut to pull It.**

he replied
ledger

pleasantly

Philadelphia

The rain falls on the just and unjust;
but the latter nearly always have the

former's umbrellas.-Town Topics.

AUCTION.

Matai· Nawa Notai.
BadcfMd.
Bethel.
Mr. and Mrs. John Shearman of PortMr. Jameson Finney baa wired the
store· of Ira Jordan and J. U. Paring- land oame to C. H. Prince'· Monday.
The atnrgla commission bu organized
Having sold my farm I shall ie);
home Tueeday
with Hon. Henry W. Oakes u chairman. at public auction at the
ton, also Odeon Hall, for electric light- Mr. Shearman returned
tome
ind Mrs. Shearman will remain
is completed.
ing when tbe plant
Leo J. Steady, a brakeman on the
Charles T. Buck Homestead,
Mr. Ceylon Rowe is ill at his borne time.
A very pronounced earthquake shock Grand Trunk, whose home ia In Island
under tbe care of a trained narse.
near Snow's Falls, Paris, on
was
an
overhead
p.
strnok
1:30
bridge
m., Tuesday. Pond,
by
Tbe students of Gould Academy bave vu felt here ahout
and
and
heard
was
at
New
Gloucester
distinot
Monday night,
rumbling
been taking midterm examinations tbe A
1909
FRIDAY, MAY
buildings were perceptibly jarred so aerioasly bat not fatally injured.
past week.
■t 9 o'clock Α. Μ., the following property:
rattled.
windows
that
startWednesday Hr. Arthur Bunting
On account of ill health, Adjutant Mowing Machine, Hone Rake (new lait season).
Rev. and Mrs. A. W. Pottle attended General
Harnesae·. Plow·, Cultied for Seattle, Wasb., where be will visit
Augustus B. Farnbam has re-1 Cart», wagon·, Sleds,
Separator, and alx cow·, tohis brother and if pleased with the the M. S. conference in Berlin, Ν. H.,
the resignation to take effect May ι vator·, Harrow»,
signed,
with Beds, Chair·, Table·, Bedding,
country intends to settle in the*North- returning home Monday.
1st. Governor Fernald has appointed as Kther
ahee and other article· for home and farm.
Rev. F. M. Lamb visited his mother in
west. Mrs. Bunting and tbe children
bis successor Col. Elliott C. Dill of PortCHARLES T. BUCK.
will remain with Mrs. Bunting's parents Auburn Tuesday and Wednesday.
land, now chief of ordnance. Maj. John A. D.
Mr. John Elmer Thompson has comAuctioneer, South Pari»,
Park,
for the present.
chief
J. Dooley of Portland becomes
In the issue of tbe Democrat, April menced to move his household goods of ordnance, and Capt. Gilbert M. Elliott
his
to
recently purchased of Brunswick assistant chief of ordnance.
27, "Inquirer" refers to the men killed from Hartford
in the Baltimore riot in 1861, and refers home in this village.
is
Ed
Maxim
From the bids of the contractors, PortMr.
making extensive
especially to Sumner Henry Needham.
land is satisfied that the new city
Mr. Needham was tbe son of Evi and alterations in his house.
Mrs. H. H. Wardwell and children are hall can be built for the estimate of
Maria Latham Needham, who duriog the
first few years of married life resided in with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M about 1900,000, but being already very
close to the constitutional debt limit, the
East Bethel but later removed to Nor- Irish.
DON'T boy Glasses over the
Quite a delegation of young people at- question of bow to raise that nine-tenths
way where eight sons and daughters
counter and select them for
The city may
were born, their first child being a tended the May ball at North Buck field of a million is a puzzler.
have to sell its Portland and Ogdensburg
yourself. You may select a
native of Bethel. Sumner Henry was Thursday night.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

WMt Pari·.
Dr. Ο. K. Ta tea has a wide circle of
Cteford
are glad
acquaintances and frienda who
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
to near that he ia likely to recover from
THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL bis attack of pneumonia.
And still tne Finns continue to purSECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, MAY 4, 1909.
chase the farms in this vicinity, four
good ones having been sold to them
within two weeks. Q. Will Berry has
a
Forbes,
atwood
sold bis to Ellias McKeen and we underParla HUL
Editor* ud Proprietor·.
stand that Charles Buck of Snow's Falls
ESTABLISHED 1833.

gcmocvat/

Jfte

Georox M. atwood.

a. e.

>o—%

—41J0 a year If paid strictly in advance. I
$2.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
All legal advertisements
ADVKRTieKKKjcTe :
are riven three consectlve Insertions for 91.So
■

Knerwlse

—

First Baptist Church, Bev. Q. W. F. Hll, pastor.
Preaching every Snnday at 10:45 A. M.
9a b bath evening service
â an day School at 12.
at Τ :3t>.
Prayet Meeting Thursday evening at
7 30.
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
AH
the 1st Sunday of the month at 2 30 P. M.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited·

Hoo. Prentiss Cumminge arrived here
Saturday for a stay of a week or two to
supervise some improvements that are
to be made at his summer home, "Owl's
I Nest."
I' The New York
papers of last week
contained the notice of the death in Redlands, California, of Caroline Phelpe
Coming Events.
Stokes, in the fifty-fith year of her age.
Miss Stokes will be long remembered at
Paris Hill for her many benefactions,
May T.—Arbor Day.
May 11 -Supreme Judicial Court, Rumford.
especially to the poorer classes. Miss
July 7.—Keunlon of teacher· and puidls of I Stokes with her sister, Miss Olivia
North Paris school.
Phelps Stoke*, came to this village in the
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
early summer of 1907 from Redlands,
spending the summer and following winter here, and leaving improved in health.
Suits and Coats.
Portland Liquid Paint.
In May, 1908, she went from here to
Carriage Umbrella·.
Lake Placid, Ν. Y., in the Adirondack»,
Why Does the United States Government?
where last summer was spent, thence to
Try the Money-Back Cure.
Auction.
her newly built home in Redlands, where
Pythian Building Association.
her death occurred last Monday. AlEve Dont'·.
3 Notice· of Appointment.
though an invalid and partially helpless
Notice· of Bankruptcy.
during the year she spent here, Miss
Probate Notice.
Stokes endeared herselMo our people by
her many quiet acts of charity and kindArbor Day May 7th.
ness, in fact, ber charity work was done
so quietly that much of it has never
PKtH LaMaTION bt uovbkxok feknald.
been made public.
At the annual meeting of the First
To replace the losses of tree· from decay and Uoiversaliet Church last Saturday the
foster
to
waste
place*,
destruction, to beautify
following officers were chostn:
a love and respect for l>eautlful tree-, to aug
Moderator—O. A. Thayer.
raeot public appreciation of the matchless enand
Clerk—Mrs. C. P. Harlow.
dowment of Maine In her natural resources,
Tna-urer—Mrs Hiram R. Hubbard.
to bring us generally face to face with nature at
Deacons—Mrs. Ε. H. .lack-on, Mrs. O. A.
least once a year. I, Bert M KernaNt, Governor
of Maine. In fu. Uierauoe of these purposes and Thayer.
by authority of law, do hereby Issue this, my
Mrs. P. F. Ripley, who bas been laid
prcHamatlon, designating
up with rheumatism for several weeks
FRIDAY. MAY Tth, law, ARBOR DAY,
the winter and spring, is much
which day 1m set apart by law "for the platting during
of trees and shrub» and the adornment of public better and is about again.
and private grounds," the law stlpulstlnK that
Elias Strout and family have moved to
this Mull be a holiday In the public schools only
the upstairs tenement in the house they
when observed by the teachers and pupils there
of, for the purposes set a.-l!e by the Governor have occupied for several years, and
and Council.
Reginald Cumminge, who has bought
This day offers aleo an opportunity for teach
the house of S. E. Newell, will move
ers to explain the fundamental Issues i>f National
anil State con^rvatlon of natural resource-, f..r into the lower tenement.
civic improvement societies to level .ρ their
Mr. Tetsutaro Nakanishi of Kyoto,
urinclp'es lnt > practice by the systematic plant- Japan, a Hebron Academy student, will
ing of shade tree-; for lovers of the forest domain of our Slate to enforce their appeals for deliver an address in the Baptist meetthe protection of forests from Are and from ing house Sunday evening, May 8th, on
their enemies; and for the advocates of reforest
the subject of the Spiritual Growth of
atlon to emphasize Its value for Industrial, com
It is hoped that a good congreLet the lay be Japan.
merical and all other purposes.
Mr.
devotedI to teachlug the younger feneration In gation will be present at that time.
particular the f>oet in* tho<!* of tret* planting, tho Nakanishi will speak from a business
the
of
trees,
and
cultivation
protection
proper
man's point of view. Music by the male
true relation of trees to public health and com
fort; the exact dependence of socletv upou the quartette.
forests In respect to rain fall and the il w of
The Arlington (Mass.) Advocate of
river», and tloallv, the Inculcation of a titling
sentiment of respeel and love for the tree a» h Apr. 24 contains an extended account of
the
of
the wedding of Miss Mary Hattie Giles
thing of beauty and as a manifestation
perfect handiwork of the Creator.
of that city to Mr. Howard Sumner
Hatch of Concord, Mass. Miss Giles is
Mon. Almon Young.
the daughter of Mrs. Nellie R. Giles, forHon. Almon Young, one of ΙΙίπιηΓκ merly of this village. Mr. Hatch is
most worthy and distinguished citizens, assistant county engineer.
The wedding
died in Portland, March 24th. of heart and reception were elaborately gotten
disease, aged 77 years, 3 months, 17 days. up, about one hundred and fifty guests
He was born in Limington, his parents I attending the
reception. The gifts
removing to Sebago in bis childhood were many and valuable including silver,
in
edocated
was
a
self-made
man,
He
The
cut glass, paintings and gold coin.
the common school, and the school of | bridal couple are on a two weeks' trip to
self-rehis
hence
strong,
experience,
Washington and the South and after
liant character. When about 20 years | their return will reside at Waltham
of age he spent about a year in the lum
Highlands.
ber business in Pennsylvania. ReturnThere is an unclaimed letter at the
in
he
to
transport
Sebago
engaged
ing
post office for Bernice Barker.
mg merchandise to and from Portland, I
FORI5ES DISTRICT.
on Sebago lake and the Canal, clearing
*1000 the first year. Soon after he and
G. K. Ripley of South Paris has in his
a
his brother, Peter B., formed
co-partpossession a "sweeping list" which he
nership with the lirm name of Α. Λ P. found years ago in the old school house
B. \oung, which continued more than) in this district.
According to the best
half a century, known at last as the of his recollection it was in
1S0Ô, just
Hiram Lumber Company. They engagafter his return from the war, that he
ed in trade and general traffic somel attended a school
meeting at which it
years, during which Mr. Young served was voted to repair the school house,
as selectman of Sebago, also represented I
and found this list and took it down,
the district in the legislature. Ια 186f>
school having closed some weeks earlier.
they removed to Hiram and engaged ex- It contains seven names, with a row of
tensively in farming, lumbering, also \ marks after each name, the marks eviconducted lumber mills aûd a
dently indicating that the several people
store. The tirm sometimes owned or had done a certain
part of the work of
horses
to
thirty
employed from twenty
sweeping the school house, which in
and oxen, furnishing employment to those
degenerate times was a labor of
fifty persons. Their business methods love on the part of the scholars, and was
were prompt and systematic and their
not
for by the town. The names
credit practically unlimited. They built are: paid H.
Forbes, Mabel Mason, Jane
Mary
and conducted for >»me years a corn
I). Chase, Ellen E. Dean, Eva L. Stevens,
shop at Browntield, also owned and con- Laura Chase, Mary E. Riplev, and Susan
ducted the one at Hiram. Mr. Young B. Allen.
served as selectman of Hiram for years,
serving generally as moderator, all parEast Sumner.
ties having confidence in bis fairness
Λ very pleasant social occasion occurand honesty. His advice on all public
questions was often sought and valued. red at the pretty residence of Mr. A. H.
He represented the Hiram district twice| Harlow on laat Tuesday evening, it be1
in the legislature, and Oxford Countv ing the 52d anniversary of Mr. Harlow's
birth. Several families were representit is proper u·
one term in me senate,
note that in all hie business he was ably ed and "all went merry as a marriage
seconded by hie junior partner. Mr. bell." After a brief prayer ami opening
Young in early manhood married Miss remarks by Kev. S. C. Eaton, the time
Mary M. Fitch of Sebago, an amiable was fully taken up with social converse,
and accomplished lady, who, with six recitations, music, etc. Vocal and inchildren preceded him to the spirit life. strumental music with the organ, violin
Late in life he married Miss Olive Chase and graphopbone was in abundance.
of Baldwin, and bought a residence on Rev. Mr. Eaton played several violin
State Street, Portland, where sha wished solos and also assisted the organ selecHis two daughters, aged 9 and Τ
to reside, but he continued his business tions.
and voting residence in Hiram, taking years, played organ duets and sang in a
part in the last annual meeting, lie tine maimer. S. C. Heald also gave two
was a loyal temperance man, an active vocal selections in his usual manner and
Republican, and a patron of education, vim. Miss Grace Uarlow, the daughter
also of the Congregational church, of the host, also gave a vocal solo, with
which he attended. He will be remem- good effect. W. H. Eastman also gave a
bered as one of the most honorable, humorous reading in his happy and
energetic, and enterprising business men characteristic manner. A pleasant featwho have ever done business in the Sac<> ure was the rendering of several Gospel
valley, and yet he will be as vividly re- songs in which nearly all joined. The
membered for his acts of kindness, and happy host assisted by his wife and
there are hundreds of them, dispensed daughter served ample fruit and conwith a generous heart and a liberal hand fectionery, and seemed to greatly appreto the poor, sick and afflicted. He leaves ciate this evidence of esteem on the part
Mr.
a widow and three children. Harry P. of of his many friends and neighbors.
Hiram. Miss Daisy Μ and Mrs. Geo. W. Harlow has a tine graphopbone and has
Clifford of Avon, Mass. His funeral was over 150 nice records, also quite a lot of
held at Hiram, March 30, Kev. J. A. photos of nttural scenery of his own
Albion of Portland attending. A large production and an evening spent at his
number of citizens were present. A neat pleasant home is always enjoyed by
special train came down from Bridgton visitors. Every one is pleased that Mr.
with the remaining directors of the rail- Harlow and family, having purchased the
road and other prominent citizens. stand they now occupy, are to become
Thus passes one of nature's noblemen permanent residents.
shcck on Tuesday
An earthquake
"Green be the turf above his breast."
furnished gossip for a while for the teleLlewellyn A. Wads worth.
Iliram, April 23d, 1900.
phone patrons.
Miss Agnes M. Heald of Canton was in
Suicide of Thomas Lurvey.
town a few days last week assisting in
the family of S. Robinson.
James G. Gammon, who has been in
A SAD AFFAIR AT SOUTH WOODSTOCK.
the place during the winter, is about
moving back to his farm.
South Woodstock, April 29.
Ezra Keene has recently purchased a
No such sad and shucking affair has
tine pair of work horses of A. F. Campever befallen the people of Curtis Hill at
bell of Canton, and now has a tine team
South Woodstock as the suicide of our
farm work.
esteemed and respected citizen, Thomas for his
Win. H. Downs has had his herd of
Lurvey.
cows killed by order of the cattle comIt occurred Tuesday morning about 5
as they were victims of tubero'clock. Hie housekeeper, Miss Nellie missioner
culosis.
Bicknell, being uneasy at his long absence
The past winter has been unusually
at the barn, where he went to do the
bard for many farmers owing to high
chore* as she supposed, went to look for
of hay and feeds, and of course at
bim, and was struck with horror to see prices
this season the cream product is lighter.
him banging to a brace in the barn shed
will soon be easier.
window with his neck broken. She in- However, timee
services this year at
Memorial
stantly gave the alarm, when R. L. Cam- West SumnerDay
on Monday afternoon, May
ming» and bis hired man came and cut
Rev. J. H. Little of South Paris
the rope, but life bad departed.
will deliver the address. Other exerWe think we can eay without fear of
contradiction that no person in this cises probably as usual. No event draws
out a better crowd in Sumner than these
vicinity bad more friends than Tom Memorial
Day services and soldiers'
Lurvey, as we all called him. He was a
tires." The loyal citizens highly
man of the strictest integrity in all his "Camp
to battle
He was a kind neighbor, reverence those that went forth
dealings.
for the life of the
and will ever
always ready to lend a helping hand in do honor to their nation,
memory.
He lost a true and
time of trouble.
loving companion about twelve years
East
Bethel.
death
wife's
his
time
of
ago. At the
P. B. Howe has taken down bis old
they were caring for his wife's parents,
Crosby Curtis and wife. Instead of barn preparatory to building a new one.
Wm. B. Bartlett made a business trip
leaving them out in the cold world, with
a true Christian spirit they were cared to Old Town last week.
for and everything done for their comMiss Florence Skillings opened the
fort in their declin'ng years. Too much spring term of school here Tuesday,
credit cannot be gven Miss Bic* nel! for April 20. Miss Skillings is boarding at
the Christian care which she bostowed J. M. dartletL's.
N. F. Swan, who has passed the winupon the old folks in their last days, and
since that time she bas greatly helped ter in Washington, D. C., has returned
so
in
his
financial
Mr. Lurvey
affairs,
to bis home here for the summer.
that he was blessed in basket and store,
Mrs. J. W. Bean has returned from a
for his kindness to the old folks. He visit to relatives in Rozbury, Mass.
was in good financial circumstances so
Mr. Insiey I. Young of East Weymouth,
that could not have been the reason for Mass., will hold an auction sale at his
the rash act.
home farm here Saturday, May 1.
Ill health and despondency are the
Mrs. Betsey Corliss, of Gloucester,
only reasons that can be given for the called on relatives here last week.
deed, and even then it must have been
dooe on the spur of the moment, after a
North Paris.
sleepless night, ω he had made all arM S. Bubier has bought him a horse
rangements for working away with his
team the next day. While it has cast a of the>Andrews Bros., Norway.
Leon and Alton
Hadlej of West
deep gloom over this community it cannot now be helped, and we must make Sumner visited their aunt, Mrs. M. S.
the best of it, trusting in a higher power. Bubier, April 25.
Mrs. F. E. Gowell has the erysipelas
He was β4 years of age.
Mr. Lurvey leave· one daughter, Mrs. in her face.
Miss Marion .Curtis of West Paris
X. B. Davis of Woodstock, one son, Fred
Lurvey, foreman of the clothespin fac- visited at M. S. Bubier's April 25.
A number from here attended W. W.
tory of L. M. Mann Λ Son at Milton, and
one sister, Mrs. Slvesa Dennen of West Dunham'· suction at West Paris April
1
29.
Paris.
contracts
per Inch In length of column. Special
made with local, transient and yearly advertiser·.
Job Ρκιμτιχο —New type, fast presses, electric
low prices
power, experienced workmen and
combine to make this department of oar buslse·· complete and popular.

i

general!

|31st.

The Grange members have cleared up
their lot and broken up the ground for
the foundation of their new hall.
W. W. Dunham had a good attendance
at his auction Thursday with a large
representation of Finns.
John L. Marshall has been at home
for a few days.
A little daughter arrived in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Briggs last
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Billings of Bethel
were in town last Thursday.
W. W. Dunham has purchased an
addition to his place of two and a half
acres of land of J. P. Curtis.
Mrs. Mary (Swan) Emery, aged 31,
wife of Walter E. Emery of Portland,
was brought here Thursday for burial,
the case being sad as she leaves three
young children, one a baby a few days
old. They were former residents here
and the funeral was held at 2 o'clock at
the Univerealist church conducted by
Rev. J. H. Little o{ South Paris, assisted
by Rev. I. S. Macéfcff. Mrs. Emery has

Norway

but went to Lawrence,
where he joined tbe Massachusetts State Militia and went to the
with the Massachusetts troops.
war
He left Boston, April 15, and April 19,
during the riot in Baltimore received
wounds from which he died eight days
later. He was the first man, born in
Maine, to give bis life for bis country.
He left a widow and one son; the former
born in

Mass,

died several years ago but tbe son and
two sisters are still living, Mrs. Melinda
Needham Bean of Bethel and Mrs. J. 6.
Mr. Needbam was
Newell of Saco.
buried in Lawrence, Mass., and the city

many relatives in this locality, six of her
sisters being present at the service.
G.| W. Berry having sold his farm,
will sell his stock and tools, and some
household goods, at auction, at the farm,
Thursday of this week, May β, at 10
o'clock a. m. Five cows, a heifer, and a
long list of tools are included in the sale.
No postponement on account of weather.

erected a fine monument to bis memory.
Rev. Mr. Banghart bas been returned
to Bethel and all are much pleased.
Rev. Mr. Schoonover, wife and little
daughter, have been the guests of Judge
and Mrs. Herrick. Many friends were
pleased to soe them. They have gone
to Mr.
Schoonover's new pastorate,
Pittefield, Maine.
The daatb of Mr. E. L. Small which oc
curred at his home last Saturday
morning was an unusually sad event.
Mr. and Mrs. Small went to Lewiston
just for the day and Mrs. Small was
taken very ill with pneumonia where she
A
now remains in a critical condition.
few days later, at his home, Mr. Small
from
and
succumbed to the same disease
tbe first notbiDg could stay its progress
which developed so rapidly. Mr. Small
had been in the milk business for several
years and bad much to live for. Much
sympathy is expressed for his family.
Funeral services were held at his late
home Tuesday, Rev. W. C. Curtis offi-

Hebron.

Mrs. Joseph Hibbs and Mrs. Fred
Marshall went to Portland Friday to at-

tend the funeral of Mrs. Hibbs' sister-inlaw, Mrs. Hester Hibbs Perley.
Ο. II. Tripp of Rocklaud spent a short
time with Mies Tripp Saturday.
Mrs. Ella Bearce gave the school children a sugaring off party Saturday afternoon.

Mr. and Mrs. Merle Sturtevant of
North Buckfield have a daughter born
Friday, the 23d. Mr. Sturtevant is principal of Hanover High School and a Hebron boy.
The grounds around Mrs. nowe's
house have been cleared up and repairs
will be begun at once. Many friends
are helping her about with money, lumber and work.
J. L. Bumpus has just built a boat ciating.
Mr. H. C. Young Is to move into the
house on the Oxford shore of Mathews
Pond and will soon build a camp there house with his mother and sister, Mrs.
Mr. Bumpus is a busy man and can take J. II. Barrows, and the two families will
but short outings of a few days at a time live together.
Tbe Gould Academy seniors are comand needs to camp near home.
pleting plans for commencement week.
Tbe baccalaureate sermon will be preachAlbany,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Downing of Au- ed Sunday, June G, by Rev. Geo. P.
burn were in Albany last week to attend Durgin of Boston. Payne & Plu m mer'β
the funeral of their niece, Mrs. George Orchestra have engaged to furnish
the
Cummings. After returning home Mrs. music for the graduation exercises;
the Temple
Downing was taken ill with pneumonia. concert will be given by
assisted by Mies Maude
Minnie McKeen of Stoneham is visit- Quartette,
Andrews, reader.
ing her sister, Mrs. J. F. Guptill.
Tbe E. C. Bowler trip to tbe AlaskaSadie Emery is ill with pneumonia.
The sick ones at George Cummings' Yukon-Paciflc Exposition is to start
July 15.
are improving.
Tbe date of the Rebekab concert is
McKeen's house at

Lynchville

I

was burned
April 22d. Fire caught May 7.
around the chimney. Everything was
West Bethel.
saved downstairs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sawin and son •Ml day Against my window blurred and <llm
rain had dripped with dreary monotone.
Glyndon of North Waterford were in The
Ami leaning mlste that hurrying rain had blown
town recently.
From o'er the distant mountain's purple rim,
Made twilight pale within the leafless woods.
East Waterford.
There, in those bleak and dismal solitudes,
No bud made bright the branches dull and gray.
At the town meeting Saturday they So bloom shone on the withered vines that ebed
voted again in favor of a revaluation. It Their broken eteme along the winding way.
was also voted to continue the bank wall "The spring will come no more, no more," I said,
"Unto my life made sad with loss and pain I"
near the town house.
When lo! across the clouds of driving rain
Schools opened the 20th with the Μ- The sunlight broke with splendor sweet and
mild,
ι lowing teachers:
And from the faded turf the first blue violet
South Waterfonl—Emmie J. Younjç.
smiled I"
Temple Hill—I.llllan Hall of Norway.
East Waterford—Lulu G. Mclntlre.
Plnmmer Hill—Grace Sawln.
Mutiny Corner—Mr. Decker.
North waterford Grammar—Mrs. Myra Patrick.
North Waterford Primary—Blanche Karwell.
Klat—A(fnee R. I'lummer.

Melvin Morey has
York's house.

moved

vester

into

Syl-

"What does It mean when the bluebird files
Over the hills, singing sweet and clear?
When violets peep through the blades of

grass?

These

are

the

signs that spring Is here."

Snow whitened the ground Wednesday.
Miss Mina Tyler was in Portland Sat-

urday.

Miss Hazel Arno of Bethel Hill visited

Norway Lake.

Mrs. L. E. Allen last week.
Mrs. Vesta Frost is very much better.
Alden F. Mason is raising chickens and
Mrs. A. D. Kilgore went to her brothplants to sell.
er's, R. K. Morrill's, the 24th. Her early gardenFrancis
has returned from a
William
health seems to be improving.
to
his home in Biddeford.
short visit
Mrs. Forrest Thurston called on her
Al
mon Tyler, who has been in the
sister, Mrs. C. A. Flint, the 27th.
Maine General Hospital for treatment,
Mrs. Ernest C. Murcb and little son
returned Saturday.
Clayton spent the day Friday at her
tiugn ai 1111 κ e u na» ten cue posi-caru
father's, W. S. Partridge's.
bouee of Whitten Λ- Dennieon, and gone
Mrs. Dana Bartlett visited at her
to hie home.
father's, Elmer T. Dunn's, recently.
Dre. Twaddle and Wight of Bethel
The ice is out of the lake, but it is
Ilill have many patients in this end of
very much like winter weather yet.
the town.
Dr. G. W. Fernald of Bethel Hill was
Locke's Mills.
in
West Bethel twice last week.
Harold Crooker went to Auburn WedEben Scribner has employment in the
nesday. He is to have an operation perspool and novelty mill near Bethel staformed on one of his eyes.
tion.
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Grant gave a whist
Arthur Ford of West Somerville,
in
22,
evening,
April
party Thursday
is visiting bis uncle, Prof. L. 6.
honor of their son Daua. There were Mass.,
live tables. Eva Fiske and Elden Good- Whitten.
West Bethel post office has been raised
win won first prizes, and Rena George
to a higher class, and made an internaand Roy Brown captured the boobies.
tional money order office.
Dainty refreshments were served, after
Miss Mabel Scribner spent last week
which all enjoyed listening to selections
with her sister, Mrs. Thomas Vaehaw,
Earl Brown gave
on the phonograph.
in Dr. King's private hospital, Portland.
some tine recitations.
West Bethel is still without a settled
Mrs. Herbert Crooker and son Edgar
minister, doctor or lawyer, and since the
are visiting relatives in Massachusetts.
death of S. W. Potter, we have been
Mrs. Corliss of New Gloucester bas
without a justice of the peace.
been the guest of Mrs. Alice Farrington.
Abbie Trask and Lola Foster were at
Bryant's Pond.
Bryant's Pond Thursday.
Albert H. Ruse of this village has pur-

Railroad stock to do it, and that
meets strenuous objection.

dreenwood.

week so that they come from miles
around and carry away all they want.
Smelts are little fishes and yet a good
many of them will weigh a pound.
Fifty years ago there existed near by a
small body of water called Sheepskin
Pond; the water being shallow it was
subsequently drained and turned into a
cranberry bog, the only water remaining
being a small stream running through it.
Here the muskrats have made it their

home, living principally on yellow lily
with which the stream abounds.

root

Recently a couple of fellows set some
traps there for the purpose of catching a
few of these rodents for their pelts. Up
to date they have taken about a dozen,
including one coon and a duck. The
bird was not much injured, being caught
by her toes, so she was brought to the
house and after all bad seen the show,
liberty was given and away tbe bird flew,
apparently happy to be free once more.
Some time ago I. VV. Swan of Locke's
Mills went on the sick list and continued
to decline until his physician said he
could do nothing more for him, and no
one thought he could live more than a
few days at the longest. But whatever
he thoaght himself, in time he began to
improve in health and so has continued
to the present. This week he traveled
from his home to the Bennett place,
a distance of four miles, and tbe next
day went to visit his brother, Newell
Swan, about the same distance, and all
the way on foot. Several persons that
might be named, who were then in their
usual health, are now "in the pale
realms of shade," wherever that may be.
The marriage of that Jap, Cnnj'ro
Aoki, and Helen Emery of California,
made quite a sensation; but let ue hope
it will not dissolve the Union nor precipitate a war between tbe two nations.
Judging from tl eir pictures they are
rather a good looking young couple.
On the last of January It was mentioned that a nice heifer calf had been added
to our stock of cattle, and was given into
the hands of our grandboy to raise on
creamery milk. How well he has done
his work can be judged by the appearance of tho calf, which is now three
months old and a fine looking animal.
The school in the Bryant district commenced Monday and is taught by Cora
Morgan; she boards at tbe Bennett
place with her sister, Mrs. E. L. Dunham.
Thanks to A. E. Forbes for tbe post
card containing a picture of another
Redding camp; but it gives rather a cool
appearance, being taken in winter with
snow on the roof and a big drift in front
of it, and no signs of life. Would like to
have another next summer when it is
occupied and tbe trees leafed out.
West Sumner.

Julian
Dyer and little
Clarence, and daughter Linnie, of
the
are
Sumner,
guests of Mr. and
G. A. Chandler.
Freeman Maxim, formerly of
place, now of Bowdoinbam, who bas
been at work at East Sumner, was here
last week visiting friends and relatives.
A. Bucknam of West Paris was here
with beef for the first time this spring
last Tuesday.

April 26, taught by
Buckfield.

Mary A.

Heald is

began

Monday,

Adrian Holmes of

teaching

week.

He will return to Fort

Va., the Oth of May.

Meyers,

McAllister was sick with the
prevailing distemper the past week.
Mrs. Georgie Chadbourne was sick the
first of the week.
Mrs. Eliza Lord and daughter Lillian
have both been sick, but are both better.
Mrs. Z.

Oxford.
Mrs. Luella Stuart, widow of the late
Porter Stuart, died at Medford, Mass
at the home of her daughter.
She was
Her
brought to Oxford for burial.
funeral was held on Friday, April
leth.
She leaves another daughter,
Mrs. Edward Fuller of this town.
The ladies of the M. E. society gave a
supper to the members of the church
Sunday School on Friday evening at the
Music
and
vestry.
readings with
speeches followed. Rev. Mr. Farnsworth
was presented with a friendship quilt on
which were written the names of many.
He was also presented with a silk quilt
by the people of Welcbville.
Mr. H. C. Blake severely injured bis
hand while repairing Lemuel Eaton's

gasoline engine.

Arthur Verrill is moving bis family to
Livermore Falls. He is to work for his
brother-in-law, Fred Webber, who has
sold his farm in Mapleton and moved to
Livermore*
Willie Locke is ill with pneumonia.
The T. A. Roberts W. R. C. will have
a supper and entertainment on Friday
evening, May 7th.
It is expected that Gov. Fernald will
deliver the address on Memorial Day.
Mrs. Charles Martin of East Otisfleld
was taken to the hospital at Lewiston

Thursday.

Denmark.
C. II. Mclntire had another horse die
Wednesday, making three which he has
lost lately by death.
The measles are still raging in town.
The West Denmark school and the
Colby school will begin the spring term
Monday, May 3d, and on account of so
many cases of measles, the centre and
other districts will be postponed until
later.
Mrs. F. C. Jewett is in Portland for a
few days.
Mr. Fred Sanborn will begin sawing at
hie lower mill Monday, May 3d.
The removal of the old mill at the
bridge makes qnite a change in the
looks of the place.

known, and Jones may be given

Never Was Men's Clothing of Such Handsome
Shades as This Tear.
Never was there a season of so stylish tailoring as

an

ex-

at Pleasant

Pond and Flora Sawyer of Buckfield in

tbe Doble district.
Mrs. Nabum Morrill went to Auburn
Tuesday to attend the funeral of her
sister-in-law, Mrs. Wallace Merrow.
Warren French has purchased a lot in
the cemetery of W. T. Biebee. This was
the last lot for sale in the new part of

the sui's for you to select from.

Over Our
Buy of Someone but Please Look
Assortment Before You Buy.

that aida your vision for

the time being, but that may j
prove most injurions.
DON'T buy cheap Olaaset; such
lenses are imperfectly
and unlike.

DON'T read in bed
ing train.

on

or

Spring Furnishings.

mov-

New Colors in Cape.
New Colors in Hats.
New Colors in Belts.
New Colors in Shirts.
New Colors in Hosiery.
New Colors in Neckwear.
Medium and Summer Underwear.

DON'T road without your Glasses,
nor with someone else's.
DON'T continue wearing your old
Glasses when you feel that

they are

not

just right.

IT'S SO EASY TO HAVE

THEM RIQMT.

S.

F. H. NOYES CO.

<

RICHARDS,
St., South Pari·, Me.

TRY THE MONEY^BACK CURE FOR

|

|

being

is,

F. Abbott, Rumford.
Adam·, Canton.
Henry J. Bangs. Norway.
Charles YV\ Brackctt, Sweden.
Klaus K. Brackett, Dlxfleld.
Harry Brown, Waterford.
Charles W. Burdltt, Rumford.
Alonzo F. Chapmin. Bethel.
C. 8. Chtlde, Buckfleld.
Asa D. Froft, Norway.
Richard H. liâtes, Parle.
James H. Hcald, Sumner.
J. Alton Hlbbs, Hebron.
James R. Hill, Browntleld.
Davis Q. Lovrjoy, Bethel.
Lcplle E. Newell, Paris.
Arthur M Noble, Hiram.
Dexter D. Peverley, Woodstock.
Henry II. Richards, Byron.
George S. Stanley, Porter.
Ten Broeck \V. Stetson, Hartford.
A. K.Thomas, Oxford.

Virgil

Λ. H.

Dr. J. Fraser Barbrick, who brought
against Edward W. Hyde of
Bath, got a verdict for $88.17. It was

claimed that articles in the Bath Anvil,
owned by Mr. Hyde, reflected on Dr.
Barbrick's standing as a physician, and
his suit was for $10,000.
SMASHES ALL RECORDS.
As an all-round

laxative tonic and

health-builder no other pills can compare with Dr. King's New Life Pills.
They tone and regulate stomach, liver
and kindeys, purify the blood, strengthen
the nerves; cure Constipation, Dyspepsia,

Biliousness, Jaundice, Headache,

Chills and Malaria. Try them.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

25c.

at

Ready

Gall and

The

for

them

the matter of

)

}

In Bankruptcy.
LEWIS W. CHILD,
of Hartford, Bankrupt. J
To the creditors of Lewis W. Child, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 1st day of
May, A. D. 1909, the said Lewis W. Child
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, end that the flrsl
meeting of his creditors will be held at the ofllce
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South I'arls,
on the 19th day of Ma-, A. D. 1909, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which time the said creditors
may uttend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
such other business aa may properly come before said meeting.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
JAMES E. DOW.
of Peru, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Jaines E. Dow, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the lit day of
May, A. D. 1909, the said James E. Dow was
bankrupt, and that tbe flrst
duly
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
of
the
office
Heferee, No. 8 Market Square, South
on the 19th day of May, A. D. 1909, at
Paris,
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.

112-8.

s
This
the

season

new

dressy

we've strong

on

models in Sack Suits.

If you want to
new

and ask to

see some

styles

see

come

the

of the
in here

new

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
varsity
I

a

models ; there are quite
of styles in the line ;

variety

some ore

of them will be

sure

to suit you.

We've clothes of other makes

We would
too, lots of them.
be pleased to show them to

adjudicated

you any time you

I

8outh Parle, May 1,1909.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

FOLEBHONHMCAR
tor children; aafo, euro. No opiate»

can

call.

H, B. Foster,
One Price Clothier,

Norway,

Maine.

"•"/right Kjcq t>v

H»rt

S<bartn*f

Si Mtrs

PROBATE NOTICES.
To all persons Interested In either of the estate*

hereinafter named

:

At a Probate Court, at Paris, In vacation, In
and for tho County of Oxford, on the 3rd day of
Mny, In tbe year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and nine, tbe following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Obdkrkd :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
Oxpublished three weeks successively In atthe
South
ford Democrat, a newspaper
Parle, In said County, thai they may appear at
Probate Court to be held at Fryeburg, on the
first Tuesday of June, A. D. 1909, at nine of th<·.
clock In thn forenoon, and be heard thereon It
they see cause:

published

Inspection.
send for

many kinds and never so pretty
A bewildering array of
this season.

Never
as

samples.

Right. I

Carpets, Art Squares, Rugs,
Linoleums, Oilcloths, Mattings, &c.,
is complete.

Bolster Go.,

"The Store That Saves You Money."

Goods.

Wash

New
so

GINGHAMS. 7c. to 50c.
WHITE and COLORED LINENS, 25c. to 60c.
LAWNS AND MUSLINS, 7c. up.

GALATEA, 15c.

to 19c.

INDIAN HEAD, White and Colors.
PERCALES.
RAINPROOF in Grey, 17c. goods, look like 76c*
/

•

Ask to

see

/
the NEW SILK MUSLINS for I*5c. and all

those other things fancy by

name

and nature, too.

Yours

siiicerely,

S. B. 4 Z. S. PRINCE.
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

Paper) SPRING

Our stock of

Îoung

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

I

}

Styles Are New.

Dayton

Difference What You Want
Find Them Here.

|

South Parla, May 1, 1909.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankrupts

The Prices Are

N.

no

Shoes You Can

for

Telephone

again

suit for libel

It Makes

1-2 to 8.

2

(PtoMUNCCD HI6H Û M£)
Just
Cures catarrh or money back.
breathe it in. Complete outfit, including
inhaler $1. Extra bottles 50c. Druggists.

In

WON'T SLIGHT A GOOD FRIEND.

in all sizes from

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

NOTICE.
In tbe District Court of the Unlt«<l State· for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

Edwin L. Wslker. Frveburtr.
F. A. woodward, Mexico.

light

Also
toe, rubber heel, very light and soft, $1.25.
and
soft,
$1.25.
Mecca Slippers, wide plain toe, very light
Please Remember, we make a specialty of these
If you are looking for comfort
comfort shoes for women.
for your feet you can find it here, and we carry most of these

|

Rolls New Wall

al Hospital
Hazelton of Bisbeetown.
moved his mill to the village.
At Bradbury Hall April 28, there was
Autos are out.
Philip McOray is working (or Sam
%
supper under the anspices of the
Gus Schupinaky and Paul Kerrick are Lebroke.
A very heavy frost here Tuesday C. E. Society. It was served by the
plowing.
young men—with a little coaching by the
Quite a little snow storm the 28th of morning.
ladle·—and was a great snoceu,
Mrs.
la
Mrs.
McAllister
John
«Misting
April.
ringing in more than fourteen dollars.
Fred Hazelton oleanlng house some.
Lee Adams has the meaalaa.

House Wear.

plain

To Mothers In This Town.
Children who are delicate, feverish and cross
will get Immediate relief from Mother Gray'»
Elizabeth A. Davis, Iste of Denmark, de
about
Tuesday.
make it her home with Mrs. Stella
Sweet Powder· for Children. They cleanse the ceased; pctltlun for the confirmation of Edward
lasted only a few seconds.
child
a
the
act
on
J. Egan as trustee under the will of said desickly
Btomach,
liver, making
Bacon. The son, Oscar F. Bowker, has
Tbe fishermen who went to Canton
and healthy. ▲ certain cure for worms. ceased presented by said Edward J. Egan.
purchased the Stover property at South Wednesday night after smelts, came strong
AdFree.
Sold by all druwdeta, 25c.
Sample
ADDISON E. HERR1CK,
Paris and will take up his residence
1518
dress, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
back empty handed.
Judge of said Court.
there this week.
A true copy—Attest
Fletcher Parlin and son Robert of
D. PARK, Roglster.
Andrew Hill has moved from Norway
ALBERT
South Paris were in town Saturday.
SUfOLE COPIES.
back to this village, occupying the upper
Mr. Levi Turner of Buckfield is at
NOTICE.
rent of Mrs. Emily J. Felt's bouse.
single Copies of the Democrat are four cents
work for Dr. H. F. Atwood.
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he hah
William Day, who suffered a partial
Pulsifer of Lynn, Mass., has the publishers or for the convenience of patrons been duly appointed
administrator of the
Roy
shock Monday morning, is Improving.
on
arrived and is again boarding with his jingle copies of each Issue have been placed
estate of
«ale at the following places In the County :
His daughter Florence came from Wells
late of BuckfleUl,
L.
QAUTIA,
ANNIE
sister, Mrs. I. 0. Swift. Mr. Pulsifer
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Beach Monday night to assist in taking
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
South Paris,
I
his summers here.
spends
as the law directs. All persons having
bonds
Store.
care of him.
Norway,
Noyes'Drag
Mr. Farnum of Hartford was here last
demands against the estate of said deceased are
Stone's Drag Store.
at
the
died
Moses M. Russell
April 27
desired to present the same for settlement, and 1
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
week selling beef.
Buckfleld,
home of hie son in South Woodstock.
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
Mrs. Harlow. Post OfficeParis BUI,
C. N. Ford has purchased 4 cows and
ment Immediately.
Samuel T. White.
West Paris,
Mr. Russell came from Newry to this
a heifer of Antipas Biebee.
April20th, 1909. CHARLES A. GAUTIA.
town many years ago and settled in the
Mrs. John Ryerson of Paris is workhe
where
carried
NOTICE.
Billings neighborhood
for Mrs. Geo. Curtis. Mrs. Ryerson
NOTICE.
I
He ing
on a farm for a number of years.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
has her little son, Albert, with her.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
administrator of the
He leaves
was about S3 years of age.
been
appointed
the
duly
of
has been duly appointed administratrix
estate of
one son, Elyn Russell, and a half brothestate of
HENRY PERKINS, late of Oxford,
A. LINCOLN HODGE, late of Canton,
Byron.
er, Jarvis C. Billings of Bethel.
deceased, and given
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given In the County of Oxford,
Mr. John Houghton died at his home bonds as the law directs. All persons having bonds as the law directs. AII persons havlug
Oilman A. Whitman returned Monday
of said deceared are
estate
tbe
demands
against
from a two months' visit to Haverhill, in this town on Thursday morning, the demands against the estate of said deceased
to present the same for settlement, and
22d inst., aged 82 years. He is survived are desired to present the same for settlement, desired
Mass.
to make payare
thereto
requested
indebted
all
make
and all Indebted thereto are requested to
by two children, Helen and Florence. payment immediately.
ment immediately.
H. ALTON PKRKINS.
1D09.
20th,
Helen has made ber home with her
HODGE.
Hiram.
C.
1909.
ANGIE
April
April 20th,
father, while Florence has been teaching
April 30th opens with fall of snow.
for
several
in
Massachusetts
years.
Miss Anna Ounnison of Lowell, Mass.,
is again doing housework for the season Freeland, William and Lida Abbott, chilwho
died
a few
dren
his
of
second
wife,
at Mountain View Farm.
Mr. Eli C. Wads worth went to Bridg- years since, have also made their home
ton Tuesday, and Porter Wednesday on with Mr. Houghton. He has been town
treasurer for several years and has been
real estate business.
Mr. Fritz Milliken of East Hiram, who prominent in business enterprises in
has been at St. Augustine, Fla., since Rumford Falls and vicinity. He was
one of tbe truetees of the Rumford Falls
December, returned home Saturday.
Octaviue H. Ridlon has leased his farm Trust Co. and owned several houses in
the
vicinity of Rumford Falls. He will
to W. H. Newbegin and will have charge
of the town farm for the year. There be greatly missed in this community.
The funeral services were conducted by
are two town charges at the farm.
Hannaford. A special
The Congregational church is to be Rev. Geo. B.
from
opened for services the remainder of the train was run np to Hoaghton
Rumford Falls on Friday, tbe 23d, bringyear.
Mrs. Harry B. Murch and son Leon, of ing many of bis friends to attend tbe
South Standish, visited Tuesday and funeral. The remains were taken to
or
see
Massachusetts for burial. Among thane
Wednesday at Eli C. Wadsworth's.
Llewellyn A. Wadsworth is gaining who attended the funeral from Rumford
were Hon. Waldo Pettengill, George L).
slowly, but still confined to the house.
Biebee, Stanley Bisbee, F. H. Atwood,
April 2d, thermometer at 18°.
Dr. Stanwood, James S. Morse, Walter
t
Morse, Elisba Pratt, W. W. Small and
North Waterford.
others from Rumford, Andover, RoxMrs. Lucinda Spears is visiting her bury and
Byron, who deeply mourn his
daughter, Mrs. Ivy Tufts, of Poland.
loss.
Mrs. Alphonzo Charles, who has been
A town meeting is called at 1 o'clock
very sick, is better.
May 1st to elect a treasurer to take the
Our old
stage driver, Alphonzo place of the late John Houghton.
Charles, has got through driving. Virgil
Littlefield of Stoneham has the route
Bast Brownfield.
and hires Leslie McAllister to drive.
The L. T. L. met with Geneva Sands
The river drivers are here. They
board at S. Lizzie Jewett'a at Bisbee· May 1. It Is preparing for a temperance
concert.
town.

Wesley Rowe sawed his foot very badLittle Louise Nason has been real sick
Fred Sanborn bas broken camp on the
ly while working in a mill one day last
south side of Pleasant Mountain, where but is better now.
Mrs. Ε. H. Nason called on Annie week and was taken to tbe Maine Generbe has been logging this winter, and has
in Portland.

We Have a Very Complete Stock
of Our Comfort Shoes for
We will mention a few of them : Ladies' Kid Lace Boots,
Also
light sole, plain toe, very soft and easy, for $2.00.
and
soft
but
toe
light
another line with a cap on the
very
with rubber heels for the same price, $2.00 ; and a nice style
A dark
Juliet, patent tip, light sole, rubber heel, for $1.50.
brown unlined Oxford, light S' le, $2.00; also a black Oxsole, soft toe, rubber heel, $1.50. A low tie,
ford,

If you suffer from nervousness, sick
exceed $25,000, by the State of Maine,
and the balance by the Maine Central headache, belching of gas, sour taste in
The act provides the moutb, heaviness after eating, or an>
Railroad Company.
that the work shall be completed not other miserable stomach disturbance,
later than Dec. 1, 1910.
you need Mi-o-na, and the sooner you
get it tbe quicker yon will be healthier I
Court
at
and happier.
Rumford.
May
It will relieve any distressed stomach
The May term of Supreme Judicial
It will
Court for Oxford County will be held at condition almost immediately.
directions. F. I
Rumford, beginning Tuesday, May 11. cure if used according to
a
Chief Justice L. A. Emery of Ellsworth A. ShurtletT A Co. sell it for 50 cents
will preside. On account of the train large box, and they think enough of it
as it
the court will to guarantee it to cure indigestion.
schedule
open at 2 p. m., and the jurors bave been
summoned to be present Wednesday
morning. The grand jury wpl not be in
attendance, and no criminal business
will be transacted unless by special
agreement. For traverse jurors venires
have been returned as follows:

Norway

South. Parle

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
6 Pleasant

$16, $18, $20.

Suite at $7.50, $10, $12, $13, $14, $15,
Raincoats at $10, $12, $15, $16, $18.

ground

a

put

you

INDIQESTION.
sanity.
The citizens of Augusta voted at a
Nine times in ten stomach derangespecial election Monday, 1163 to 450, to
accept the act passed by the legislature ments are responsible for sallow comto abolish the Rines Hill crossing in Au- plexion, dull eyes and thin body.
It is tbe stomach that supplies nourish
gusta. This is well known as the most
dangerous railroad croesing in Maine. ing blood to the muscles, the nerves, and
By the terms of the act the expense of skin. If tbe stomach is healthy, plenty
eliminating the croesing (which is to be of nutritious matter will be absorbed by j
done by tunneling the hill) is to be di- the blood. If it is not healthy, tbe food
vided as follows: Fifteen per cent not to will ferment, and undigested, will pass
exceed $ 15,000, by the city of Augusta; along through the bowels, furnishing so
15 per cent, not to|exceed $15,000, by the little nutritious matter that the blood
Lewiston, Augusta and Waterville Street becomes impoverished, and the glow of
Railway Company; 25 per cent, not to health vanishes.
amination as to bis

"If ever I need a good cough medicine
I know what to get," declares
Mrs. A. L. Alley of Beats, Me., "for,
after using ten bottles of Dr. King's New
Discovery, and seeing its excellent results in my own family and others, I am
convinced it is the best medicine made
for Coughs, Colds and lung trouble.'1
Every one who tries it feels ju&t that
way. Relief la felt at once and its quick
For Bronchitis,
cure surprises
you.
La Grippe,
eon Asthma, Hemorrhage, Croup,
in chest or lungs it's
East Sore Throat, pain
Trial bottle
Mrs. supreme. 50c. and $1.00.
free. Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtlefl &
this Co.

Mrs.

Tbe village school

No real motive for the act 1>

certain.

pair

plan

Tuesday morning it really looked as
The jury in the case of Vital Ouellette
though winter was trying to come back of Lewiston against the Grand Trunk
on us, and had partially succeeded at
Co. of Canada to recover 120,000
least. The temperature was down to 20, Railway for
sustained by being
and a whiter frost was never seen in damages a injuries
train at Gorham while he
struck by
was
The
autumn.
or
sky
perfect- was
spring
stepping uff another traio, returned
ly clear and everything seemed to indi- a verdict of $4800 for the plaintiff Moncate an Eden day as soon as Sol could
at Auburn after being out about four
But we were da/
rise and smile upon it.
hours. This is one of the largest verall destined to disappointment; soon an dicts recovered in
Androscoggin County
east wind sprang up, followed by clouds,
for some years.
and before night they prophesied a snow
At a boarding house in Mooson early
storm near by, and sure enongb, the
next morning the snow was coming thick Sunday morning, April 25th, Miss Ethel
and fast, but not of long duration, how- Steen, employed in the house, was shot
ever, as only two inches went on record by Griff Jones, a slate quarryman. The
and that was mostly gone before noon. girl was in the parlor with another
Such little snow storms, at this time of boarder, when Jones burst into the room
the year, however, do not necessarily and grappled with the other man. In
the scuffle Jones pulled the revolver and
render tbo spring any more backward.
The report of the dearth of smelts last it was discharged, the bullet entering
week was premature and needs to be the girl's hip and making a serious
corrected. The fact is, the time of smelts wound. She is now in the hospital and
had not yet fully come, but has this the outcome of her injuries is still un-

the burying ground.
chased the Albion P. Bowker farm, also
Edwin Penley of West Paris was at
George H. Fox came over Saturday, the hay, stock and farming tools. Mr. Freeman Farrar's
Thursday.
returning home the next day with bis Ruse will take possesion at once. Mrs.
A slight earthquake was felt here
brother Fred, who has been here a Bowker will move to the village and
Tbe shock
1 o'clock
West Lovell.

Everything
Nature is putting on her new clothes.
will soon be bright and sparkling. Why should not
on the new colors of this Spring?
men

Eye Don'ts.

Wednesday.

j=

Spring Suggestions.

7th,

bas also sold his farm.

Eugene

=|

BLUE 8TORE8.

OXFORDS

AT FROTH INGHAM'S.
Oxfords, all styles, in Pat. Colt Gun
Calf, Vici Kid and Russet Calf. $2<
$2.60, 3, 3.50, 4, 6.
Ladies' Oxfords and 1 Strap Pumps, all
new styles, all leathers, $1.50,1.75, 2,2.50,
Men's
Metal

$3, 3.50.

Misses' and Children's

vamp Sandals,

W. O.

high, β strap, Pat

Frothingham,

South Paris, Maine.
CASTORIA
TU UU ÏH Hill Aim Bmttl

?<

>

ρ* «sfotfl flemocrat.

Edgar Titcomb of Aubnrn la a visitor
at S. G. Bornell'a.

S0UTHJPARI8.

David B. Woodoury has bis u-ual aupply of choice seeds that grow in tbe
gardens.

SOCTH ΡΑΚΙ» POST OÏTIC·.
M. to 7 >80 P. M.
OScc Hour·: 7:30 A.
OUAMD

TKUNX

RAILWAY.

F. Wendali Rounds

ai

A

Highly Enjoyable

ΒΟΑΚΓ) OF TRADE

Session.

BANQUET EVEN BET-

TER AFFAIR THAN ANTICIPATED.

rived home from

It is reasonably safe to prophesy that
Louisville, Ky., Sunday night to spend
the first annual banquet of the South
his summer vacation here.

Paris Board of Trade will not be the last
A concrete sidewalk is being built in one. Such at least was the feeling of
front of the houses of L. S. Billings and every one of the nearly seventy men who
TRAINS LKAVK SOUTH ΡΑΚΙ*
3β a. *., dally; 9:50 a. M., Mrs. Alice P. Tbayer on Main Street.
left Hotel Andrews at a little after midGo ni town eaét)-.">
* 33 p.
dally.
daKv ex<ept Sunday;
night
Friday night, at the close of one of
S.
L.
Plummer
and
son
James
of
weet)-9
50A.M.,
3r28P.il.,
dally;
tiôla*up
the pleasantest and most profitable of
8 47 P. *., dally.
;
bave
Sunday
Lovell
visited
Mr.
Plum·
except
daily
recently
such affairs that we have had in this vilmer's daughter, Mrs. Fred B. Wiggin.
7lu> complet· program of the Seneca
lage in a long time.
The Norway Water Co. is laying a
Indeed, though the gathering around
graduation will be printed next week.
P'PA from the main on High Street out the social table in public is a rather conKreii Β Wiggin and family move this Spring Street to the house of F. W. Bonspicuous feature of life in these towns,
Week into the rent In the Mrs. Whitman
most of these affaire bring together only
ney.
bouse on Park Street.
a certain portion of the population, and
The Women's Universalist Mission
it is rarely that men of all callings, purMrs. Alton C. Wheeler was visited a Circle will meet at the
vestry Tuesday, suits aud denominations have assembled
few days last week by her mother, Mrs.
Election of
at 3
o'clock.
4:h,
Maj
with the single bond uniting them being
William Hayes of Auburn.
officers.
the desire to promote the welfare of the
earlv
seats
secure
Be sure and
your
The letters of the second division of place. The variety of occupations of
for the Seneca graduation. Proceeds for the Good Cheer are asked to meet with those
representative men gathered at the
room.
the
of
reading
the benefit
Mrs J. D. Hayoes Wednesday evening tables were remarked upon, and hardly
Mrs. Luella Dyer of Lvnn, Mass., has of this week to make arrangements for a line of business or industry which
figures in our municipal life was unrecently visited her brother, A. J. Pen the blacksmiths' dinner.
represented.
lev. returning home last Wednesday.
Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, K. of P., will
The party assembled in Engine House
harles E. Brett went Saturday to give a reception to the dramatic club on Hall
Friday evening, and at a little beBeverly, Mass to visit bis brother. H. Friday eveuing at 8:15 o'clock. Mem- fore 9 o'clock answered the summons
Brett, who has been ill for a number bers with ladies are requested to be which told them that the banquet was
of weeks.
present. Refreshments will be served.
about to be served at Hotel Andrews.
Stony Brook Lodge, Ν. Ε Ο. P., ob- In a brief time the tables in the dining
Seats on sal»' for the Seneca graduation
at Sburtleff's Saturday morning, May 8. served its anniversary last Wednesday room of the hotel were filled. SixtyAU seats reserved, 25 evening. A literary programme was four plates were laid. Because of an
at 9 o'clock.
g ven, and refreshments were served. unforeseen increase in the number, three
Children under 12, 15 cents.
cents.
or four failed to secure seats, but they
There was a good attendance.
The auction side of the Seneca Club
were served later.
wish to take this opportunity to thank
Tuesday evening Mt. Mica Lodge,
The Swastika Orchestra, stationed in
>>acb and all who assisted in any way to I. O. O. F., will visit Norway Lodge, the
hall, played throughout the banquet.
it
will
worked
that
when
the
third
be
the
success
degree
by The
make their auction
dining room was decorated in green,
candia
of
on
number
*38.
Norway Lodge
and the tables were arranged in the form
two of them from Mt. Mica Lodge.
dates,
of a square. Several of the village
Charles T. Buck has sold hie farm
The population of the jail, which was young ladies assisted the regular force of
t ear Sbow's Falls to Antti Hiltunen, and
will move to this village. Mr. Buck will very small the first of the year, but was the hotel waitresses.
The banquet served by Messrs. Motley
s
at auction on Friday, May 7, at 9 increased largely about tbe time of tbe
o'clock a. m., six cows, his farming March court, has now got down to & Colley, the proprietors, was a fine one,
enjoyed by all,
t<> Is. and a quantity of household furni- twenty-three, and eight more will go out and was thoroughly
this week.
nearly two hours being consumed in distufe.
Advertised letters in South Paris post posing of it. The menu was as follows:
ries are coming in for the potato
the office, May 8, lJHW:
Grai»e Fruit with Cherries
£r v:Dg contest conducted through
Tomato Bouillon Aux Croutons
Mr». H. B. Stover.
there promises to be a
ν rat, and
>
Sllc**«t Cucumbers
Harriet Lupkln.
Queen OUvee
Celery
,! interest in it. As one competitor
Ginger Wafers
C. S. Wilson.
Fealheredge Wafers
I
a
I
don't
"If
In
Bakers
Creamed
ssee
get
Guv
H.
prize,
Salmon,
it,
ex,
Cuminlng*.
Parker Houee Rolls
The
S. F. Davis, P. M.
:.ave a good lot of potatoes."
*b
Native Roast Chicken, Cranberry Sauce
< nut
overcrowded, and there is
!>·
Green Peas
The people who went on Perkins' Mashed Potatoes
f room for all contestants.
Bolle<l Ham with Jelly
j.;t
special to Lewiston Friday evening, to
Fruit S niait with Chopped Celery
Methodist people gave an informal see "Graustark" at the Empire, were
Mixed Nuts
Layer Raisins
Vanilla Wafers
>n to Kev. and Mrs. T. M. Kewley
rr
highly pleased with the play. There Ice Cream
Fancy Cakes
to
was a lighter train-load than there has
ir vestry Thursday evening,
at
Macaroon Crisps
Buttercup Wafers
Edam Cheese
me them on their return to this been on tbe other theater specials this
American Cheese
w,
>
I'.lack Coffee
Cigare
Mr Kewley having been assign- winter.
,r
ai vre for another year by the conThe second Sunday in May will be obThose seated at the tables were as folThere was no formality of any served by the G. A. R. as "Mothers' lows:
fe
\bout the affair, simply a supper Day," and the commander-in-chief reCol. F. E. Bootbby.
Dr. Alfred King.
an,1, λ social time.
quests ail ex-soldiers to wear on the
Albert J. Stearns.
or
coats a white carnation
W -k began last week on the founda- lapels of their
Fre»l W. Sanborn.
Silas P. Maxim.
the addition to the court house. other white flower in honor of their
Thomas Powers.
orabs of the tirm of Coombs A patriotic mothers.
Η
Walter P. Maxim.
tjibbs t Lewiston is the supervising
Frank Ε Kimball.
No use to comment on the weather,
Errest M. Mlllett.
architect. There will be no basement it's past comment. It didn't seem possiA.
E. Shurtleff.
under t e addition, but the concrete ble that the past week could be more
Mlnot L. Whittle.
which make the foundation will wiutry than the one preceding, but it is
w..
Wrllam B. Fdward».
λ" a depth of about six feet below
George A. Brlggs.
...·.·
And we
the impossible that happens.
Herbert (i. Fletcher.
rf tee of the ground.
th
alone in onr discomfort; the
are not
A Ifred H Jackson.
Howard B. Young.
M > wife of Fred Alton Buck, living whole country participates.
James S. Wright.
ise of John Bennett on Nichols
Charles L. Buck.
At the annual meeting of the Ladies'
L S. Bllllugs.
v.
died last Tuesday evening, leav- Aid of the Μ. Ε church held recently
wni'am J. Wheeler.
:e>» λ husband, a child two weeks
ing
the following officers were elected:
J. Hastings Bean.
S be was 1" years of age. The
J.
J. Emelev.
Pre-Metit—Mrs Κ. M Curtis.
William « ». Frothlngham.
t ;: ra was held Thursday morning, at·
1st Vloe-Pres.—Mr». Krtieet Mlllelt.
Edwin
N. Haskell.
Abbott.
Mrs
2il
VloePre».—Su'rlturnl,
l.eroy
1 by Kev. J. W. Chesbro, and the
tec
Albert W. Walker.
3<1 Vice Pres.—Mowers, visit the elck, etc
remains were taken for burial to Me- Mrs S. C. Or-lwav.
J. P. Richardson.
Rev J- H. Little.
«h Vice-Pres.—Lookout, Mre. U. M. Giles.
chanic Fa.Is, where her father lives.
Rev. T. Ν Kewley.
5th Vire-Pres.—Social and entertainment, Mrs·,
Rev. A. T. McWhorter.
Tht following class parts have been là. D. R. tx rtion.
J. F Plummcr.
Sec. and Treas.—Mre Ueo. Farnum.
assigned the Seneca Graduates:
W. Bowker.
Ct/mmencln* September 27,1908,

\

ι.

tory—Margaret Etta Taylor.
Vlrjcte Lydla WUson.
—

-Arties Louise Morton.
.i v—Florence Mabel Haikell.
1'r
1'· •■•nuilon of Gift*— Harriett Evelyn Barnes.
Fofin— Ivy May Morton.
\ Vnnle Hilton.
> u-<i*ie
; ^race Tbayer.
>■ ,tlon—Thoraa* SkolfleUl Rarneo.
\
::· +A
to rmlersraduhtes —Albert Dexter
Pari.
H.«i

The hearing before the fish and game
commissioners on the matter of closing
Stony Brook to fishing will be held at 10
t>'clock Tuesday at tbe Grand Trunk
station. It will not be all one way, as
there will be opposition to the plan of
closing the brook entirely for a term of
years. Some think it will be a better
plan to have it closed except for perhaps two days in each week.

There is talk in this and some of the
inding towns about forming a
Robert Paterson and Maurice L. Noyes
try a«s ciation to look after the
I
iuis
ui
aire. ii»meo
auiist?
inter-sts of thoroughbred poultry in this piirCDoeea
B>th
on Pine Street last week.
vicinity, and to bold winter shows, if it Briggs
It has been twenty- are ou the east side of the street, Mr.
set-ms advisable.
second lot south of
iive vears since the last poultry show Paterson's being the
He proposes
For several the I'niverealist church.
w t» held in Oxford County.
to go to work building a house on it as
year-ι the poultry industry here has been
Mr. Noyes' lot is a
of the soon as possible.
increasing greatly and many
He
breeders believe that this part of the large one, three lots farther south.
will build on it this season if he can
state should again have a winter show.
make arrangements to do so.
At the meeting of the Universalist
BOLSTER DISTRICT·
parish Tuesday evening, the resignation
I)r. King of Portland passed the day
of s κ. Tucker as trustee and collector
of the parish was accepted. Wilbur L at bis farms here last Friday.
Karrar was chosen trustee in his place.
Freeland Cummings has been confined
It was voted not to choose a collector,
to the house several days the past week
tbe treasurer being willing to do the colwith rheumatism.
lecting for the remainder of the year.
Eunice Fobes of Wakefield,
Miss
It was voted not to accept the resignation of Rev. J. Π. Little as pastor. The Mass.. was tbe guest of her sister, Mrs.
oieetiug was short and there was no dis- Annie Swett, last week.
for one
mission. It was adjourned
A. O. Wheeler is making from two
week, to Tuesday evening of this week.
cows, an Ayrshire and a Holstein, twenGeorge W. Robbins, who has been in ty pounds of butter a week.
the picture show business for the past
Base Ball.
year or more, In the firm of Robbins Jc
1! dgkins, and of late manager of NorIt is hardly necessary to say that there
way Opera House, began work Monday
were no ball games iu town
Saturday.
morning on a situation with the Interthe week has
national Correspondence Schools as di- The weather throughout
at the high
vision superintendent. His tield covers been such that the team
or no progress
the territory from Lewiston up the school has made little
miserable
life
are
arms
sore
and
making
(«rand Trunk to the Canada line, with
the players. Next Satthree men under him. Mr. Robbins was for a number of
is scheduled to
formerh for four years in a similar po- urday Paris High School
He will be on play Norway High School on the fair
sition with the I. C. S.
a game
the η ad much of the time, but for the grounds and it will no doubt be
well worth seeing. Norway has won
present will continue to reside at South
both games it has played this season and
{'arm.
is showing more than usual strength.
One
good turn deserves another. The Paris team has been changed about
While the gentle April zephyr was blow- a
great deal since its first game and is
ing from the north at a forty-mile gait
considerable more
to show
expected
the other afternoon, a couple drove
strength in its next game. It is probaround the post office corner and headed able their freshman pitcher "Todd"
op High Street, and the wind blew off Lowell will start the game in the box
the man's hat, which landed only a short with
Capt. Cutting on third. Kawson is
distance away. A young man coming now
playing second base and Haggett
across the street on foot ran after it, and has been moved over to short.
The outjust before he stooped to pick it up, tbe field positions are not settled but will
wind picked off his own soft hat, in the
It is
batters.
best
the
to
probably go
latest shade of green, and it started for
there will be a large number out
hoped
Billings' mill. Oh, yee, it stopped after to support the team. The feeling bea
while—square in the middle of tbe tween the two schools is very friendly
largest and juiciest mud puddle left over but the rivalry is as great as ever and
from the snow storm of that morning. each team will make every honest effort
And a small boy waded out and rescued to win.
it.
A Prospective Feldspar Mine.
After a short illness with pneumonia,
It is probable that within two or three
M
Addie M. Lord died at her home on
work will begin raining feldspar on
(iothic Street last Tuesday evening. days
the farm of Amasa E. Swift, about a
Mus Lord was the daughter of Aaron
mile and a half north of South Paris on
W. I.ord, and was 20 years of age. She
Street. The Maine Feldspar Co.,
graduated from Paris High School in the High
which operates the feldspar mine at Lit·
class of U#)7, and since graduation had
tlefield's in Auburn, has made arrange
be^n teaching in the Porter District
mente to put in a small crew to work
successbeen
very
school, where she had
there. It is said that tbe rock which is
ful. Mies Lord was the oldest of the
in sight on the surface is very nice stuff.
fani ly, and leaves two sisters and one
Of course the amount of work to be
mother died
Her
brother younger.
done will depend upon how it develops.
some years ago.
She was a member of
If the rock warrants it, needless to say,
the South Paris Baptist church. The
there will be work there for a long time.
funeral was held at the church Friday
afternoon, and was attended by Rev. J. Fruit Meeting and Demonstration.
W. Chesbro, the pastor. Burial is at
The Oxford County Fruit Growers'
Naples, where her mother is buried.
Association will meet at the orchard of
The last meeting on the programme of Walter H. Swett, one mile south of
the Euterpean Club for the season was South Paris, on Friday, May 7. Professscheduled for this Monday afternoon, or E. F. Hitchings, state entomologist,
when the club was to be entertained by will be present and give a demonstration
Miss Leach at Mrs. Burnham's. On ac- of tbe manner of treating tbe various
count of Mrs. Burnham's illness, the diseases and pests that affect the fruit
meeting has been postponed for one trees. He will arrive on the forenoon
week, till Monday of next week. As It train, and go at ooce to the orchard.
ie the annual meeting, officers will be Basket picmc dinner at noon. The assochosen, and a miscellaneous musical ciation will furnish coffee.
be presented, one
programme will
The Methodist Appointments.
feature of which will be the playing of
tbe only piece of music ever published
At the Maine Methodist Conference,
for twelve hands on two pianos.
Begin- recently held at Berlin, Ν. H., the nam·
n ng with October, the club has met b*· of districts was reduced from three
regularly on the first Monday afternoon I to two, the Lewiston District going out
of each month, generally having some of existence. Rev G. D. Holmes is disDisopera as tbe principal subject of the trict superintendent of the August)
day's study, and some very interesting trict, and Rev. D. B. Holt of the Port•nd profitable programme· have been land District. In the Oxford County
churches there are only two changes of
presented.
pastors. Rev. H. H. Richardson goes to
dreams
the
Successful almost beyond
Kezar Falls. Rev. B. C. Wentworth
of avarice was the auction held WednesA. Brooks, who
goes to Norway, Rev. C.
one
of
tbe
auspices
day afternoon, under
has been at that place, going to Madison.
division of the Seneca Club, at the Mrs.
Louise Briggs homestead. Tbe club reCard of Thanks.
cently divided into two sections, each
We wish to extend our sincere thanks
•ection to raise money for the support
to all who so kindly assisted us during
of the reading room, which is maintainalso
our recent sorrow and bereavement,
ed by the club, with a friendly rivalry
for the many beautiful floral tributes.
between tbe sections as to which should
Aaron W. Lord.
raise the larger sum. One section chose
Mr. and Mrs. J· B. Lord.
to make its endeavor in the form of a
well
was
KILLS TO STOP THE FIEND.
rummage auction. Tbe village
scoured, and all sorte of things were conTbe worst foe for 12 years of John
tributed by almost everybody. It took
of Gladwin, Mich., was a running
Auctioneer Park in his beet form about Deye, He
ulcer.
paid doctors over 1400 withtwo hours and a half to dispose of the
Arnica
Then Bucklen's
out benefit.
■tuff, and all but two or three items of I Salve killed the ulcer and cured him.
There
the whole collection were sold.
I Cures Fever-Sores, Boils, Felons, Eczema
was a good crowd of lively bidders, inInfallible for Piles,
and Salt Rheum.
Finn
our
cluding a good number of
Scalds, Cut·, Corns. 25o. atF.
Burns,
over
la
fifty A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
neighbor*. The net reanlt
dollar· in money.
surr

Charles
E. F. Clason
Geo. C. Femaki.
Donald H. Bean.
Harrv D. Cole.
J. F. Kin*.
A. L. Holmes.
George F. Eastman.
P. M. Walker.
I. E. Andrews.
E. S. Jones.
Alton C. Maxim.
H. E. Wilson.
N. D. Bolster.
Walter L. Gray.
Fred N. Wright.
Thomas S. Barnes.
William P. Morton.
Fred E. Hall.

K.N. Hal).
Nelson G Elder.
John A. Scott.
William A. Porter.
L. C. Bateman.
J. A. Kenney.
George H Davie.
Albert D. Park.
Charles E. Brett.
Alton C. Wheeler.
Dr. J. U. LlttlefleUl.
A. E. Moree.
Arthur E. Forbes.
Fred B. WlKKln.
I)r. D. M. Stewart.
Geo. B. Crockett.
Rfv. J. W. Chesbro.
Samuel F. Davie.

the

As sood as

cigare

were

lighted,

President J. H. Bean of the Board rose,

and after briefly expressing his thanks
to the commit'ee, consisting of William
J. Wheeler, A. E. Shurtleff and W. A.
Porter, who had the banquet in charge,
be called upon Walter L. Gray, E§q., to
act as toastmaster for the evening.
The hour which followed was one of
great enjoyment for all. Sound business talk, wit, pleasantry and nonsense
There wasn't a
were happily mingled.
dull moment, and the toastmaater wound
up the programme at just the right time,
when nobody had a suspicion of weariness.

The tirst speaker introduced by the
toastmaster was Col. F. E. Boothby of
Portland, general passenger agent of the
Maine Central Railroad, former president of the Portland Board of Trade and
for some years mayor of Portland, who
had come especially to attend this banquet. A part of Col. Boothby's boyhood was spent in South Paris, and in
opening his remarks he said, "If there
is anything to me, the foundations were
laid within sight of this hotel, in the

old

Oxford

Normal

programme,

with another.

President H. B. Tonng of the Norway
was called upon, and re-

Board of Trade

sponded briefly.

the country.
The programme was closed by Rev. A.
T. McWhorter, in a brief speech which
sparkled with real Irish wit. He declared that it is nonsense to say that the
minister is losing bis hold upon the peoPrank H.
ple, and asserted that a minister who is
a real man devoted to bis work has as Smith lot on
From
a
a·
ever.
purely Basse tt store
great power
selfish business po'nt of view, without ord and will

alike.

Association.

AMI UAL MEETING.

Notice i· hereby given that the annual
meeting of the stockholders of the Pythian Building Association for the election of officers for the ensaing year and
transaction of any other business tbat
Beck has purchased the may
legally come before said meeting,
the
between
Main Street
will be held at the South Paris Savings
RecJ.
and car barn of S.
Bank on Monday, May 17th, 1009, at two

and larger
o'clock,

build a new
going beyond that, he said, the work of auto establishment thereon.
the minister is of value to every class in
Horace
Cole and her daughter,
Urs.
the community, to the employer and the Mina Jewett, were at Augusta the last
employed, to the seller and the buyer of the week. They called on Dr. An-

p. m.

GEORGE M.

increased this year, and prepaplans, and arrangements for
building and furnishing camps, are providing pleasant diversion for a number
of
just now.
This little sheet of water—for it is
only half a mile long—liée in the eastern
edge of Woodstock. The distance from
South Paris, when you go to hire a team,
is about sixteen miles, though if you
were drawing mileage from the public
treasury, you would probably call for
eighteen miles. Tbe route is through
the town of Sumner, and tbe pond is
something more than a mile from tbe
Redding post office in that town.
Lying beside the highway, but in the
edge of a large tract of wooded bills,
and surrounded by magnificent bills and
mountains, Shagg Pond, despite its rugged cognomen, has since man came into
tbe region presented attractions as a
location for a summer camp; but nobody
seemed to notice much about it, though
people visited there occasionally to fish
and camp for a night or two. Tbe first
to locate there were A. M. Andrews and
three others, of South Woodstock, who
in 1905 built a camp, small but commodious for its hiz*, not on the pond but
beeide the highway just below it, and on
the bank of tbe outlet. Mr. Andrews
later bought out tbe other owners, and
is now sole proprietor. This is "Camp

siderably
ration of

people

A CAREFULLY SELECTED ASSORTMENT OF
SUITS AND COATS
STYLE, GOOD FIT,

Describee the large and fresh assortment of COATS and SUITS at SMILEY'S.
It is well worth your time to look them over, compare them with Garments elsewhere,
and you will find it hard to match them in price.

and silk tabs, only

$12 50 PANAMA SUITS, navy,

THIS
SUIT

north shore near the foot of the
J. F. Moody, Jr., of Auburn,
and Ira M. Bearce of Hebron. This was
the first camp built on tbe shore of tbe
pond, and it gets considerable use in the
course of the season.
During the same season, Arthur Ε
Forbes of Sç ut h Paris visited the pond,
and picking out the most desirable location, at tbe middle of a stretch of gently
sloping sand beach on the south «bore,
possessed himself of a piece of land. In
the summer of 1907 he built there a
small camp, which bears on its front the
As the name is
name "Shaggrock."
probably unique, so is perhaps the plan
of the camp. It consists essentially of
two small rooms and a veranda; but by
the use of a tent and other contraptions,
occupants may make use of either one,
two, three or four rooms or substitutes
therefor, according to the weather, the
size of the party, and other considerations.
"Along about this time," as the almanac weather forecast says, people began to sit up and take notice, and in the
fall of 1906 and tbe following summer,
several other lots on tbe shore of the
pond were purchased, though there was
no more building until the summer of
190S. On a wooded point on the north
shore, known as "Spruce Point" by reason of the growth upon It, U. G. Wheeler of Everett, Mass., last summer built
the

pond, by

—

tu GO

ment

in jail, and in default of payof fine to 60 days additional. Ap-

days

pealed.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,

exceedingly

useful.

Paris,

FOLEYSHONET^TAR

DO YOU WANT GOOD PAINT

*

tliA MnrtBQv

Fellowship.

smart and

The Best

Queen Quality Oxfords
we are

Thing Yet Out Is

LIVED 152

Wm.

YEAÇS.

Parr—England's oldest

man-

married the third time at 120, worked in
the fields till 132 and lived 20 years longer.
People shoald be youthful at 80.
James Wright of Spurlock, Ky., shows
how to remain young. "I feel just like
"after
a 10-year-old boy," be writes,
taking six bottles of Eleotric Bitters.
For thirty years Kidney trouble made
life a burden, but the first bottle of this
wonderful medicine convinced me I bad
found the greatest cure on earth."
They're a godsend to weak, sickly, rundown or old people. Try them. BCc. at
F. A. Sburtleff & Co.
▲ Cartel· Care for Aching Feet.
Shake into your shoes Allen's Foot-Eue, a
powder. It care· Ttre<l, Aching, Callous, SweatShoe
ing, Swollen feet. At all Druggist· and
Store*. 2fin. Sample Κκκκ. Address, Allen S.
Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.

Born.
In West Pari*, April 27, to the wife of Charles
B. Rrlgts. a daughter.
In North Buckfleld, April 23, to the wife of
Merle eturtrvant. a daughter, Josephine Kozllla.
In Be he', Middle Intervale, April 30, to the
wife of Carey Stevenp, a son.

Lace, Button and Blucher styles, and
in Tan, Patent, Kid and Gun Metal
leathers.

absolutely fly-tight.
lights in a window,
light.

WHY DOES THE
UNITED STATES HEBIEUT

$2.50, $3.00, $3.50
F. PLUMMER, »,

J.

31 Market

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,
Telephone 106-3.

The Farmer Needs a Bank Account
as Much as Any Other
Business Man.
THIS BANK is for everyone, not for the rich alone hut also for
only a little and are striving to make more.

those who have

We want the business of young men, of busiiuss men and (.specially
To
do we want the accounts of the farmers in this section of the state.

its surplus money in the
diflerent banks throughout the
country instead of putting it in
its own large strong vaults where
it cannot be got at by burglars
or burned up by fire ?

deposit

is

no one

bank

a

account more of a

protection

convenience than the

or

banking will perdealings
always
The farmer who carries a balance with us during part of the year
will thus establish a credit that will be worth much to him if he can make

farmer.

be

will

Our

as

liberal

as

safe

mit.

more

BECAUSE

by borrowing at other times.
FARMERS

money

try keeping

a

bank account at THIS STRONG NATIONAL BANK
yourselves how safe, convenient and easy it is.

and find out for

in putting this money in the
different banks it is put into
circulation and used to build up
business all over the country.
Did you ever stop to think
that in carrying the few dollars
you do around in your pocket you
are doing right opposite from what the
United States government is doing?
Open a check account with us
and put your money into circulation.
You can draw it at any time and it
is *afe.

Don't

delay

but mail your

deposit TO-DAY.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
of
...

Norway, Maine.
SEE MY NEW LINE OF

CORSETS.

WORCESTER

MAINE.

ALSO SOME

NEW

FERRIS

Married.

Millinery

In South Paris, April 2!>, by Rev. J. W. Che·
liro, Mr. George Granville Twltchel and Miss
A llae Ε hel Msgoun, both of Paris.
In I.ewleton, April 24, b/ Rev. A. T. Salley, D.
I»., Mr. Charles B. Harlow of South Woodstock

and

...

ROYAL

AND

REGAL

Paris Trust Co.,
PARIS,

styles

woman

advance of all other shoes for women.
"
The Queen Quality " Oxfords are in

Is

SOUTH

The

"

number of

and size of one

new

who knew
"
only the Queen Quality of a few
years ago can have no conception of
the "Queen Quality" of to-day. It is
in a class by itself, its sales are far in

made to fit all stock size windows.
Fits the window casing without attachments.
Can be raised at will, and will "stay put."
Can be put in or taken out instantly.
Needs no tools whatever, and

ordering, simply give

showing, in various

and leathers.

BECAUSE

In

really
elegant

footwear we recommend the extensive line of

PORTLAND,

J. P. RICHARDSON, South Paris.

NUMBERS

IN THE

WAISTS.

Fancy

Goods.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

end Mrs. Ella D. Hammond of Mexico.
In Norway, April 9, by Rev. B. 8. Rldeout, Mr.
Arthur L. Fogg of Norway and Misa Florence C.
Wade of Farmington.

MARKET

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

SQUARE,

Died.

Housekeeper
family

(boys—one

other natural

appreciate

Barbed Wire, Nails, Garden Tools, Paints, Oils,
Hardware of Every Description.

In South Pari·, April 27, Ml·· Addle M. Lord,
aged 20 year*. 2 month·, 8 day·.
In South Pari·, April 27, Mura, wife of Fred
Alton Ruck, aged 17 year·.
In Bridgton, April 18, Mrs. William R. Kneeland, foi merly of Lovell, aged 66 years, 8 months,
23 davs.
pleasant evening.
In South Woodstock, Aptli 27, Moses Russell,
seed 83 years.
In West Pails, April 27, Thomas Lurvey, aged
Maine
late
the
While
Sanford Times:
64 years.
Legislature was passing a law to keep In Uptor, April 24, Lizzie, wife of Walter
automobiles out of Bar Harbor and off Fuller.
South Paris, April 2β, Λίτΐη T. Upton, aged
Mt. Desert Island, one of the most beau- 70 In
year·.
tiful spots on the Main· coast, the New
In Norway, April 25, Albert Conant, aged 36
Hampshire Legislature passed a bill to year·.
In Bothel, April 21, E. L. Small.
raise one million dollars to build three
great highways into the very heart of
their summer playgrounds, that autoWanted.
mobiles might get there easily. Eviand two
rather
of
widower
would
a
In
New
Hampshire
dently
Have
have automobiles and the money that
u, the other 23.
travels with them than to please a few no
if she haa a child.
millionaires who might desire to monopor

To women who can

The "Peerless" Adjustable Window Screen

J. W. Fessenden of Mechanic Falls was
then introduced to give a reading. He
has read here twice before during this
aeasoo, and the applause which greeted
the announcement of his name was suffi
dent evidence that be-is appreciated. He
has a style of his own, and his selections,
largely on the humorous order, are
hugely entertaining. He read several
times during the evening, and each time
responded to an enthusiastic recall.
A song by little Master Elmer Dean
was exceedingly well sung, and the audience gave him hearty applause.
The remainder of the two hours' programme included music by the orchestra,
a piano duet by Misses Morton and Decn,
two songs by F. S. Pike, a reading by
Frank L. Starbird, and brief remarks appropriate to the occasion by Rev. Messrs.
J. H. Little, T. N. Kewley, J. W. Cbesbro and A. T. McWhorter, all of which
was very enjoyable and well reoeived by
the audience.
Ice cream, sherbet, cake and fancy
crackers were served after the programme, and a social hour olosed a

Hon. James S. Wrjght spoke not at
great length, saying tbat while this board
of trade baa not been constantly active,
it has always been quick to see and take
advantage of any opportunity to advance olize Bretton Woods
the interests of the place. The board beanty spots.

ADVANCE

SCREEN YOUR WINDOWS

ΡιιΚΙΙλ T.lhraru

Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Danforth returned
from Southern Pines, Ν. C., the first of
health is
the week. Mr. Danforth's
much improved. They find the weather
very cold after the change.
Mr. Ernest W. Hutchins, Norway's
police officer, will move hie family from
Exeter, Ν. H., to Norway, where they
will keep house.
Rev. C. A. Brooks has received an appointment at Madison where he has It is
moved.
Rev. B. C. Wentworth, the new pastor
of the
Norway Methodist church,
preached bis first sermon here Sunday.
Chas. F. Ridlon was in Boston this
week on business.
James Pledge is building a bouse on
the west side of Winter Street. A bouse
is also to be erected on Winter Street
this season. Fred Clark has arranged
for the moving of the Andrews bouse
from the lot, corner of Main and Home
Streets, to the Black lot so called, nearly
opposite the Congregational church.
Mr. Clark will also build a house on the
hortherly part of the same lot in the
Several others are connear future.
templating the erection of houses very
soon.
There is a great demand for tenements.
Friday evening, Major Carl Reicbmann
of Madison Barracks, Ν. Y., assisted by
Maj. Geo. McL. Presson, of the 2d
of Farmington, inRegt., N. G. S. Μ
spected Co. D of the 2d Regt. The
Opera House was filled with spectators,
and the inspection was called by the
regular army officer one of the best he
bas made in the state. This is a good
word for Co. D boys, who are deserving
of all praise.
Dr. Albert Thompson of Philadelphia
visited at Col. W. W. Whitmarsh's this

An

of the ninetieth anniversary of Odd Fellowship in America, by Mt. Mica Lodge
and Mt. Pleasant Rebekab Lodge. Not
less than two hundred and fifty members
of the lodges and their families and invited guests were present. The officers
of the lodge were at their stations, Noble
Grand J. E. Murcb presiding.
Music by the Swastika Orchestra opened the programme, and the brief formal
exercise laid down for this anniversary
occasion was then presented. Following
this was an address by Grand Warden
Frank Miller of Rockland. Mr. Miller
disclaimed any ability to make a speech,
and preferred to talk, which he did to
good effect. While his talk was to some
extent rambling, it was very interesting,
and showed a steadfast devotion to Odd

F

9

Liquid

Wss.fOBlS&COVSHADES/

When they week.

interesting and entertaining programme was given last Monday evening
at Odd Fellows' Hall, at the observance

rcy-^Vn. a*t\n

PainT

Mrs. Ο. N. Jones of Boston visited her
all out at once their navigators will
the first of the week.
have to look out for the rules of the eon, Judge Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carroll have
road, or there may not be room for them
moved to rooms in the Bangs house.
to execute their maneuvers.
The Universaliet Sunday School will
celebrate ita 75th anniversary June Otb.
Odd Fellowship Anniversary.
are

SILK COAT, 30 inches long, trimmed
around neck, cuffs and shoulders with

Eaton, Crane & Pike

Alvin'Γ. Upton, for some time with
his sister, Mrs. Wendell Wheeler, was
Maine.
South
found dead In his bed Monday morning.
Heart failure cause of death. Mr. Upton
was 70 .years of age. the son of Eben and
L)dia Bancroft Upton of Albany. Funeral services Wednesday at late residence. ■top· the cough and heals lung·
Interment at Albany.
The 3d degree will be worked on
eight candidates by the lodge team, Noriw
An inviway Lodge, No. 10, I. O. O. F.
to
[larriRon
tation has been extended
Lodge. Banquet will be served after
the wurk. The candidates are from
Norway and Mt. Mica Lodges.
Hon. Lyman Scribner of Spriogfield is
visiting his sister, Mrs. Ο. N. Bradbury.
He has been confined to the house for
some time with the grippe and heart
trouble.
'•The Saving of Daddy", given at the
Congregational church some time ago,
will be repeated by the members of the
W. C. T. U. at the church vestry Friday
evening, May 7th. Mrs. Edith Bartlett
will give the reading. There will be
music by Mrs. B. F. Bradbury, Lona
Noble, Frank Noble and Mr. Stoddard.
Kffie Akers pianist. Social will follow
"Camp Everett," a commodious cottage, the entertainment.
and with his family spent a number of
Rev. Hervey H. Hoyt, State Superinweeks there.
was
On the south shore, next west of tendent of the Universalist church,
118 COMMERCIAL SI.
town this week on business.
in
on the sand
and
fronting
Shaggrock
of
Gardner
Hortenee
Exeter,
Gregg,
beach, A. L. Holmes of South Paris, and
is visiting her motner, Mrs. Jenhis son, William K. Holmes of New Ν. H.,
Miss
nie
C.
Gregg was for a
Young.
Britain, Conn., built last summer a
nomn irKinh «ill on m f ΠΓ t fthl V entertain A
long time the very popular librarian in

T. M. Twitchell, who has been guide
in that region for some years, also plans
to build on a lot which he owns on the
north shore.
The plans are all completed for the
South Paris camps named, the lumber is
ordered and is being sawed at the Redding mill, the carpenters engaged, and
in the course of a week or two the eagles
who nest on the cliff of Bald Mountain
overlooking the pond, will begin to hear
the sound of the saw and the hammer.
There will also be quite a fleet of
boats in the pond this summer, some of
them canoes but more of them of the
a
type known as sharp-nosed punts
lather plebeian style of craft, but safe

$9 00

quality satin,

*12 50

good value,

match coat,

$15 00 STRIPED WORSTED SUITS,
made in black, smoke and cadet, effectsilk braid, plaited back, only $10.00
ive hipless model, satin lined, slashed at fancy
trimcuffs
of
aud
air
refinean
sides and back, pockets
There is certainly
SILK COATS, tine quality taffeta,
Nine
med witb buttons and loops.
ment and style about the
length 50 inches, semi-fitted, revere,
gored full flare skirt trimmed witb but- cuffs, collar and shoulders trimmed with
tons and loops,
$12 50
exceptionally good silk battenburg, a beauty for
$15.00
value,
MOIRE SILK RUBBERIZED COATS,
writing papers, but these are by no
$10.50 SERGE SUITS, of the latest cut the most serviceable coat ever made,
means the only requisites that they
coat with a lustrous satin lining, envelope either for rain or dust, no woman should
pockets, new bell sleeves, with hard be without one, some trimmed with
possess. These papers are beautiful
metal buttons. Full flare gored skirt straps, full length, colors blue, black,
to look at, agreeable to the touch,
>10 50 green and grey,
buttons on panel gore,
witb
$13.50
take the stamp of the monogram die
$12.50
Sfc.Treas.—C. 8. Mclnttre.
Silk
Rubberized,
to perfection, have a most pleasing
Vlce-Pre*.—Fred Weston, Otlsfleld.
$20.00 STRIPED SATIN PACED
M. R. Wllber, Harrison.
all colCHILDREN'S
inch
30
tine
COATS,
nearly
are
hiplens
and
PRUNELLA,
quality,
C. A. Bonne', Sumner.
absolutely
writing surface,
trimmed with
E. L. Porter, Paris.
«10.00 PANAMA SUITS, made in near- model lined with excellent quality satin, ors, some handsomely
correct as to size and shape.
Ira Harrtman, Oxford.
E. J. Hobbs, Norway.
all colore, semi-fitted coat lined satin lapels, with new self covered but- braid aud buttons, large assortment to
ly
We carry many of the Eaton,
William Linnell, on
complaint of
throughout, collar, cuffs, pockets and tons, fnll flare skirt witb inverted plait select from
officer W. A. Bicknell, was before the Crane & Pike writing papers, and
$20 00 $1.08, $2 7··», $2.98, $3.08, $4 50, $5 08
back trimmed with silk tabs and beoga- in front and sides with buttons,
municipal court charged with unlawful can recommend them all.
possession of intoxicating liquors. Be
was fined $100 and costs and sentenced

Gindy."

six.

COATS, short, made of Broadcloth
brown, 33 inch new blpless effect
coat witb silver grey satin lining, trim- and Panama, black only, semi-fitted; the
Panamed witb straps of self material, buttons Broadcloth coat has satin lapels;
and loops. New flare skirt with stitch- ma coat has collar and cuffs trimmed
ed band around bottom, and buttons to with bengaline, both lined with tine

and

A large
delegation from Norway
Lodge, No. 10, I. O. O. F., and Mt. Hope
Rebekah Lodge, No. 58, I. O. O. F., at-

In the summer of 1906 a camp of two
stories, large enough to accommodate
quite a good sized party, was built on

their vacation there.
Parties who will build this summer
are Albert D. Park, A. W. Walker,
Harry A. Morton, and Alton C. Wheeler.
A piazza will also be added to the camp
of U. G. Wheeler. The first three named are on the south shore. The Parks
like real camping, and plan only to build
a kitchen and use a tent as living quarThe Walker camp will be largo
ters.
enough for a good party, and those who
know the family will not have to hunt
very hard to discover the genesis of the
name it will bear, which ie "Mertalteva."
Mr. Morton's location is on a small hill
which rises quite sharply near the outlet. The camp will accommodate six
people comfortably, and it will be known
as "Kamp Killooleet." This latter word,
by the way, is the Indian name of the
white throated sparrow, perhaps more
commonly known as the Peabody bird.
Mr. Wheeler's camp will be on the north
shore, on a knoll at the water's edge iu a
handsome grove of white birches. It
will be sufficiently large for a party of

^LADIES' SHORT COATS, fancy mixtures, hipless effect cut, large patch
110.00 pockets and back trimmed with buttons,
$4.60
only
green

line covered buttons. Pretty flare skirt
witb panel front trimmed with buttons

evening.

the
Universalist
tended services at
church Sunday and listened to a very
pleasing sermon by Rev. Mr. Ward.
The new night watchman, Ernest W.
Hutcbins, commenced his work on the
streets Monday night. Mr. Hall, the retiring efficer, is to be congratulated upon
bis year's service in that he has had little trouble during his term of service.
The ice left the lake on Wednesday,
April 28. It has been known to "go
out" the very first of April, and at other
times very late in May.
The organization of the Oxford Co.
Holstein Breeders1 Association was effected the first of the week at Grange
Hall with officers as follows:
President— Senj. Tucker.

GOOD

GOOD QUALITY, GOOD TAILORING,

ATWOOD,

Clerk and Treasurer.
South Paris, Maine, May 1,1909. 18-19

nette Bennett who has an excellent position at the Augusta State Insane
Asylum. Dr. Bennett was for a long
time located in Norway.
Work at the shoe factories of B. F.
Spinney & Co. in this place will be
rather slack for a week or ten days about
the first part of the month, owing to the
annual stock taking of the firm. Upon
the resumption of work It is understood
that work will go on uninterruptedly
during the very brisk summer season.
The ladies of the Universalis! societj
gave a supper at Concert Hall Tuesday

New Camps at Shagg Pond.
There is a prospect that the South
Paris colony at Shagg Pond is to be con-

Institute, under and

Col. Boothby inEbenezer Hinds."
dulged in numerous reminiscences of
the old days in South Paris, referred to
the large number of Oxford County
people in Portland, and spoke warmly
of the beauty of Paris Hill and its history, and especially of the high character and distinguished record of Hannibal
Hamiin. Referring to the matter of the
board of trade, he suggested from his
experience ways in which It might work,
advocated doing something along the
litje of civic improvement, and closed
with the exhortation, "Keep South Paris
Let people know that
to the front.
there's something doing."
William J. Wheeler was introduced by
Toastmaster Gray as one of the most
active business men of the place, and one
of the readiest to put in bis time, hie endeavor, and his funds, on any work that
Mr.
was for the good of the place.
Wheeler spoke with great earnestness,
reviewing some of the things that bad
been done for the betterment of the
place, either by the board of trade or by
public-spirited citizens acting in concert
before the board was organized. Among
them be mentioned the work done in
locating the Paris Manufacturing Co.
here and re-establishing it after the fire,
the laying out of the little park in the
Square, the building of Billings Block
aud Pythian Block, and the retaining
and rebuilding of the Mason Manufacturing Co. after the fire. Mr. Wheeler read
letters from Charles S. Hlchborn of
Augusta, president of the State Board,
and Ε. M. Blanding of Bangor, secretary
of the board, who bad been invited to
this banquet bnt were unable to be present.
Dr. Alfred King of Portland, who is
the owner of several farms in Paris, on
being called upon straightened bis ample
form and remarked that he supposed it
was bis lean and hungry look which incited his invitation to this baiquet. He
admitted tbat he was not born in Paris,
but tbat was not his fault. His grandfather was, and he thought with the
Irishman tbat a man ought to be proud
of the place of bis nativity, whether be
He urged
not.
was born there or
especially the development of the agricultural resources of the town, which he
said were far beyond what is generally
understood. On his own farm he had
already demonstrated the possibility of
of
large proflts in raising potatoes, one
the most profitable crops the Maine
farmer could produce.
A song by Messrs. George A. Briggs
and R. N. and Fred E. Hall varied the
and they had to come back

Pythian Building

The members of Co. D, 2d Regt.,
N. G. S. M., are hard at work Id perfecting themselves In drill and marksmanship. They are much pleased with thr
appointment of Col. Elliott C. Dill a*
Adjutant-General in the place of Augustus B. Farnham resigned.

over

party of eight, and the families spent

* tank λ. anurxien.

NOBWAT.

must always be on tb· alert for opportonitiee. He paid a high tribute to the
proud record of the town of Pari·,
especially in the men it baa sent out all

objection

i

CHARLES GAUTIER,
Buckfield, Maine.

CARRIACE UMBRELLAS.

The New Yorker.
We will place you near the factory price on. these
disc harrows Sections for all makes Mowers.

HOBBS'
73 nain

VARIETY

STORE,

Street, Norway, Maine.

i71<

My Spring Line of Carriage Umbrellas is in and
I am selling the best tan duck, green lined, with
Une fringe for $5.25. Tan or brown with fine
fringè $5.00. Khaki with fringe $4.00. Plain
Khaki without fringe $3.50.
umbrella $1.75 and $1.85.

JAMES N. FAVOR,
βΧ MaIti flit..

CAST0RIA

Wood handle cart

{WflMJ'0»"

Νorwav,

For Infants and Children.

TheJUid Υϋ JitiAIvijs Bought

Maine.

/ f

""*

The Land of
Puzzledom.

«OLD ON!

the true "L. F." Atwood'·
To the safe old reliable
Bitter·—the kind your father aim grandfather used for all sickness.
indiNothing like this tîfty year old medicine for constipation,
A bottle bought
gestion, chronic dyspepsia and bilious attacks.
dealers.
today will save much sickness. 35 cents a bottle at your

remedy

—

No. 465.—Word Square.
1. Inevitable necessity. 2. Related,
t. Fastened. 4. Finishes.

Lincoln, Me.

"The *L. P.* Arwood*· Bitter· h«ve been a sundard remedy
te my grandfather'» aed father'» family for many year·."
—Miss Elvira E. Gifson.

Dr. Austin Tenney,

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

oculist,

—

Will be at his

are

C.

St.,

ΙΟ A X. to 4 P. X.

At Rumford, Friday, April 14th.
Eyes examined free and all Glasses
warranted satisfactory.
At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, every day except Fridays.

up stock.

A

MAINE.

new

No. 467.—Transformations.
Start with the symbol of power in
the modern world and by changing
one letter at a time get the following
meanings: Sweetness, a resort of revelers, volcanic peaks, musical sounds.
Now, by a Anal transformation obtain
a cant equivalent for the original word.
No. 468.—Paragram.
Solomon would please to speak hli
mind today.
"There are no
perchance Is

All per*on· having Jog» iUble to be taxed In
the vear 1WW In the town of Purls anil wUb to
îebtin the number they hail In the year ISO»,
uiuHt call anil have such dcg-< taxe<i Immediately,
aw I shall retain no number* after .May let. The
law distinctly mates that all doge must be
licensed by April lot
W. J. WHEELER, Clerk of Paris.
14tf

Sts.,

they?

If

TO OWNEBS OF DOGS.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
NORWAY,

over

Friday, May 31st,

patterns and clean

Corner Main and Danforth

Norway

office

F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main

Wool Carpets
to close out odd

No. 466.—Beheadment.
Behead a word meaning "a border"
and leave "a border." Behead another
word meaning "a border" and also
leave "a border"—all four words answering to the same meaning. What

what he'd sa:'.

The only
Are

*****

****

that I can understand

made when father
four-in-hand.

tries

to

fix

his

No. 469.—Vaudeville Puzzle,
rv»

Lot

■■—————————η

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
snoods. Call and see this line. Job-

Wanted.

experienced nurse.
No
bing promptly attended to.
Write to ifrs. A. E. Townsend, Oxford,
for team.
charge
Maine, R. F. D. 1, or telephone E. L.
L. M. Longloy,
Burns, New England 12-4, Oxford and
Maine.
13tf Norway,
Otisfield 14, Oxford.
Δ situation as an

Tell Your Architect
that you want your new house, factory
or business building, barn, garageeor any

other

building, built

Having recovered her lost sheep. Little Bo Peep appears on the stage and
.s you to show how to Inclose each
sueep In a separate peu by the aid of
three straight marks.

wilh

EDISON
Portland Cement

No. 470.—Charade.
a word that Is used
As a sign of respect
▲ nun taking vows
Will my second expect
I'm

My third may be used
In sport or affray,

When he asks you "why," tell him:
It will permit the use of 10°o more sand rid rock,
and give the same strength ; or give 10 "o more
strength with same amount of cement.
It has 10 "υ fewer inert particles.
It is finest by 10°o of any brand on the market,

A weapon more known
Of old than today.

My whole may be needful
If one would have don·
Both quickly and well
The labor begun.

thoroughly, fills the mold more
solidly, develops more strength. It is the
Cheapest Cement You Can Use

It mixes

No. 471.—Mathematical Puzzle.
▲ certain number, containing four
figures, reads from left to right and
from right to left exactly the same.
Its first two tigures, if divided by a
certain number, give a quotient of Θ;
its two numerals at the right. If divided
by a certain uumber, give a quotient « f

more

Ask the dealet

\v

hy and how, or send direct to us for free books
Sold Toy

A. W. Walker 4 Son,

a

9,

South Paris, Maine.

L

^

whole uumber be multiplied by Θ, the
product coutains two 9's. If the two
numerals at the left be placed under
the two at the right and added to
them, the sum will be one-nineteenth
of the whole number.
What Is the number?

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.

No. 472.—Enigma.
A head and one eye I possess
And only one arm, I confess.
Just one foot, so I cannot walk.
And, having a voice, cannot talk.
But cheerily hum loud or low
As I am running fast or Blow.
Although I have a nice table,

THE SHOP, LOT, MACHINENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

name.

A good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc.
Pipe, Fittings,
Valvee and Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City Water.

machine work and

doing

plumbing.

a

gooJ

business in

Address,

general repairing

No. 473,—Pictured Word.

of

1

f

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

GOOD

metropolitan uews paper for busy people, almost as
as a daily, and your Rural Kree Delivery Carriei
rings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily

is a

{ood

AS

Tribune, which is

a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you mav ne kept in close touch
with all important news of the world ai a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but you can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

A

DAILY

Wliat word Is represented?
Key to Puzzledom.
No. 459.—Hlddeu Cities:
Salem,
Phoenix,
Topeka,

PAPER.

Richmond.
No. 400.—Candy Puzzle: Marshmallow, molasses, gumdrop, cocoanut,

butter scotch.
No. 401.—Double Acrostic: initials
tnd finals: Clunamon—Allspice. Words:

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Tour name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

Pianos
Large Stock

s

FanadA, ImperiaL, NeutraL, NautlluS,
AsleeP, Magi, OxallC, NinE.
Jonah,
No. 462.—Author's Puzzle:
how, yard, peu—John Howurd Payne.
•'Be It ever bo humble, there's no place

Organs.

of New Pianos and

Madison,

Jackson,
Sprlngtield. Frankfort, Raleigh, Sacrauieuto, Little Rock, Salt Lake City,

Boîti Papers One Year 1er $2.25.

NEWS-

like home."
No. 463.
Charade:
You-nlgh-Tedstates. United States.
No. 464.-Hidden Parts of a Tree:
Leaf. root. bark, branch, twig.
—

Organs.

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
and other
bronchitis
Hoarseness,
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175. troubles are quickly cured by Foley's
to ouy for New Year's present.
Honey and Tar as it soothes and heals
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and the inflamed throat and bronchial tubes
Here is and the most obstinate cough disother musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
appears. Insist upon having the genuine
a goo<" trade in musical instruments.
Foley's Honey and Tar. F. A. Shurtleff
& Co.

W. J". Wtieeler,

Correspondence on topic· of Interest to tbe ladles

U solicited. Address : Editor HOMSMAKKU'
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Parts, Me.

Fashions.
Tbe moat popular style· this season
are those that are very simple In effect.
However complicated tbey may be, tbe
result is always marked simplicity. This
is shown in many of the new silk and
lingerie Princess and modified Directoire
frocks, as well as in the tailor gowns.
There is no waist line In the coats of
most of the new models—only a hip
line—and tbe sleeves are long and closefitting. The skirts are either cnt with a
high waistline or mounted on a high
fitted belt. Tbe two or two and a half
inch belt is much more beooming to the
average figure than|one of three orjfour

inches.

lavishly

used for
trimming purposes, as satin-oovered buttons were during tbe past season. A
coat of pale blue linen illustrates this
idea, and the rows of closely set small
white buttons on pockets, fronts and
skirt openings, together with an effective
use of narrow stitched bands of the
linen, lend an air of originality to a
coat otherwise most conservative. The
skirt of this costume is a plain gored
oases

pearl

buttons are

one.

A fashion item worth noting is the increasing use of the trained skirt. In
tbe dressy three-piece costume the skirt
is almost without exception long, but
for tbe practical every day tailor suit,
skort skirts, just escaping the ground,
still remain the proper thing. The ma-

terial par excellence for tailor suits this
spring is serge. The brilliant or satin
finish which is given to some of the new
serges helps to popularize this line of
materials. Tbe prunella cloth and wool
satin, while used to some extent, do not
emphasize the tailor-made so well as does
serge. There are tbe plain sergee of the
medium, twill; also chevron stripes in
the serge weaves and diagonals, both of
novelty and staple character. This
makes quite a variety to choose from.
Special interest is given to these serge
weaves because of tbe beautiful colorings in which they appear. All the new,
dull and asben rose, green, gray, and
violet shades are shown. The khaki
brown is also quite a prominent feature.
Many of these serge suits have a touch
of black, others have gilt and metal
trimmings. This is particularly true of
buttons. One of the smart new effects
is a cut jet button, and considerable use
is also being made of the metal button,
particularly in the ancient gold finieb.
Linen suits abound, and plain linens
braided with cotton soutache are made
into the very smartest of jumper frocks.
Other linen suits practically duplicate
the styles shown in cloth. The linens
have an appearance of weight and finish
which makes them rank in beauty and
good style with the more expensive
cloths.
Silk coats are worn again, and very
beautiful models are made of moire,
faille and Ottoman silks, and there are
also some very dressy coats of lightweight broadcloth, braided elaborately
in soutache and trimmed witb big collars, buttons, pocket tiaps, etc., of Ottoman or moire.
Pongee is a most popular material for
extra wraps or motor coats this season.
An entirely new idea in a coat of this
sort is the full-length pongee coat which
fastens all the way down the front to tbe
skirt edge, forming a complete cover for
ibe dress and resembling closely the
one-piece suit.
Wistaria shades, which include a long
range of mauve and violet tones, are extremely popular. Grays of dark tone
have taken well. Gun metal, taupe,
smoke, stone, castor grays have been apgroved. In tan shadings, the novelty is
the khaki and natural pongee color.
For boys from two to six years of age,
the Russian blouse suits are greatly
favored this spring.—McCall's.

covered;

chest well protected.
In sleeping in a cold room, establish
tho habit of breathing through the nose,
and never with the mouth open.
Never go to bed with cold or damp
feet.
Never omit regular bathing, for unless
the skin re in active condition the cold
will close the pores and favor congestion
or other diseases.
After exercise of aDy kind, never ride
in an open carriage or near the window
of a train for a moment; it is dangerous
to health, and even to life.
When hoarse, speak as little as possible until the hoarseness ie recovered
from, elee the voice may be permanently
lost or difficulties of the throat be produced.
When going from a warm atmosphere
into a cooler one, keep the mouth closed
so that the air may be warmed by its
passage through the nose ere it reaches
the lungs.
Never stand still in cold weather,
and especially after having taken a slight
degree of exercise.

Washing Rugs and Carpets.
Δ preparation for washing rugs and
carpets is made of four ounces of good
white soap dissolved in four ounces of
boiling water; when cool add live ounces
of ammonia, two and a half ounces of
alcohol, two and a half ounces of glycerine and two ounces of ether or chloroform. Bottle and cork tightly.
To clean a carpet, add a teaspoonful of
the preparatiou tu a pail of tepid water
The
and wring the soap from this.
same preparation will also clean men's

Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
f)oors, Windows, Frames,
Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

Liquid

Hoofing—The

Telephone·

Supplies—We

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
•util

|

Bloodine Liver Pills cure Sick Headaches, Biliousness, Dizziness, Dyspepsia
and Constipation. 25c. a box, mailed by
The Bloodine Co., Ino., Boston, Man.
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BY PB0FE880B D. E.
C. D.
AND
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BEGINNEB8,

BEET, PH. D.,
"THE OBIOIN

Q.,
DEVELOPMENT OF THE

SQUASH."

University

of Mâle· Net··.

£3dtaafë5g
Th·

Unlveralty of Maine appropriation

π η ι ν ·γ«ι tv

and the governor

to an
of ap-

oaoie

agreement npon the following bill

«honld hate the
^Th'iMJnlvereity
thousand dollar· for

To bave pea· by Jane 17tb, you will
do well to leave yoar order with the
of
on the morning of the 16th, givg him (all particulars u to whether

«uni

eighty
Lnance
and an additional «urn of twenty

Kocer

taking^loSt·

thousand dollar· for
you wish them fresh or oanned.
Bach year for four year·. The twofoi
To raise very large cabbages, caulilowing condition·, howeyer. were at
flowers, or pumpkins, a derrick is not at tacbed
to the bill to which the Unlv*·
all necessary. Any good hired man of
ilty muet adhere In order to receive the

ordinary physical capacity should be
able to raise them as high as you wish
without serious damage to his spine.
When planting your pea-seeds sow
oats along with them. This will fool
the crows, pigeons, horses, and other
insects that prey upon the garden when
there is nobody around to- shoo them

Much backache will be saved beginners
in gardening if they will remember to
curb their enthusiasm and let the hired
man do all the work.
Bone-dust is good as a fertilizer. Yon
will therefore do well to save all your
family skeletons until spring, and then
after running them through the coffee
grinder, place them where they will do
the most good.
If everything goes wrong with you
always, no matter what you do, and you
want a fine lawn, put in eight hours a
day trying to raise weeds.
There is no use of trying to train cutworms to cut Sowers for you.
They are
dull and lethargic in brain power, and
have the low taste to prefer cabbages to
roses.

two-by-five toad set in the middle
of your garden will be a great assistance
to you in ridding it of insects. Do not
get too big a toad. The capacity of a
toad of the size specified is forty-seven
cubic yards of insect to the minute.—
Harper's Weekly.
A

Arbor Day and the Schools.

In accordance with the plans of the
on Country Life the State
Superintendents of Schools of all the
states are arranging to have meetings of
rural school patrons in country schoole
on Arbor Day for the purpose of discussing the conditions, needs and responsibilities of rural education. In
this etate, with our large rural population, with one-half our pupils enrolled
in country schools and with our pressing
country school problems, it is especially
desirable that the observance of the day
for the purpose noted be made general.
State Superintendent of schools Payson Smith suggests that in place of the
usual children's exercises, parents and
citizens be invited to be present to distheir
ouBs vital topics connected with
schools. It may appear desirable in
some instances for several communities
or for all the rural schools of the town
to join in such exercises.
The following are suggested as topics
which might properly be assigned for
consideration:
1. A new school house, repairs or additions.
a.
Beautifying the interior, exterior and grounds.
2. The establishment of a circulating
library. The State Traveling Library.
3. The establishment of a school experiment station where the boys and
girls will learn the fundamental facts of
the employments of the community, and
gather and distribute new facts in relation thereto. Gardens, school farm,
dairy, horticulture, etc.
4. The establishment of a branch of
the School
Improvement League of
Maine.
School Improvement League. The

Commission

uccasiuu

win

du

especially apprupnaie
of a branch of the

tote

!Sr··

appropriation. They

...

0f the

charged

a

school

Bride—Dearest,

fol·

SlftondlT.

engineering courses, sbiall be
tnitlon of one hundred dona™·
no new oooraes shall be in

stituted during the

^The^unlor

period of the

appro-

iMtirei

Technology.

Sat

all-importont subjects to every larg
city, namely, the sewerage and the

bas been doing instructor work thia year
In the mechanical drawing department.
All freshmen who have work uûder him
very well of him, and he seems to
be very successful in his work.
Mvron T. Scudder. professor of education in Rutgers College, has been eneaeed for the summer term, and will
a three weeks' course
g
The dramatic club completeda ve y
successful trip on the 20th of Apr
The member· of the club left Bangor o

fpeak
gîfe

sers» shstJ»'J· «—ato5 sSL,F nightanother

thujas

in Guilford before

large

given
audi

whose appreciation seemed to be
that which is usually awarded
to home talent. This play wa« g'v«n for
the benefit of the new town Hbrary.
Mnndav niebt the club played in the
city opera house, Waterville and. the
crowd in attendance was very fair
size and generous in its aPPla"ee:
The last performance of the tr , ρ wae
Biven in Kotzschmar Hall, Portland, to a

IIISi to
ence

At the end of each act the apwas loud and long. Only upon
the appearance of the favorites in answer
tocurtain calls did the applause finally
indicate that the audience was satisfied.
As has been previously
the nlav is "Much Ado About Nothing
by William Shakespeare. It is P^duced under the personal direction of Wind«■
λ
ence

n?ause

annoon^,

1"p dW<,.p.,

ft -g· ·3Γϊϊ

syssaw»?

flh„"!ônoS"SdSt'°r Κ
following is the cast
presented on the trip:

The

Claudls, a young lord of
Ben ci lick,

a

WJ. 'or
in the

post cards?"
And St. Peter, eyeing him sourly, told
him where he could go to.

What is a cold in the head? Nothing
to worry about if you treat it with Ely's
Cream Balm. Neglected, the cold may
grow into catarrh, and the air-passages
be so inflamed that you have to fight for
every breath. It is true that Ely's Cream
Balm masters catarrh, promptly. But
you know the old saying about the onnce
of prevention.
Therefore use Cream
Balm when the cold in the head shows
itself. All druggists, 50c., or mailed by
Ely Bros., 50 Warren Street, New York.

lug the same name as tbe lake, anf]
their summer rendezvous Is at the
Hudson Bay company post on tbe
lake. Those who hunt south of Mistasslnl on the shores and tributaries
of tbe Asbuapmonchouan river bear

Florence,^

of Messina

p.'t.,

play a

Lconato, governor
Antonio, hie brother,...y:y*
Balthazar, attendant on Don

H G„bert

M

K Faeeett.

"smith.

Pedro^ WM|comb
'rl'frTjoûn
Don John,
)'jj^ϊΊΕ.Ρΐηόη·.
B-whltcomb.

Boraohlo,
Conrade, ji
Friar Francis

A sexton,
A messenger,.....----··--·
Hero, daughter to
Beatrice, nelce to Leonaio,

t^nato

wakefleld.
0
jj F> Sweeteer.
Γ y. g. southard.
1
8. M. Jones.
.H. Wood.
e. Southard.
A

0. F.Sevren».
F w. Pettey.
_

ahstnoy.
Ursula, gentlewoman,.
On account of sickness Mr. Wakefield
was not able to join the club until the
play was given in Waterville.
time Mr. Harold Wood played that

^P,

Ehtt

p.rt tnd D- 3. Smith pl»>«â U» sexton.
Your Summer Outing.
fishing, canoeing,
.fd, of wild, »l«*
campinR
if vou are fond of

".h,

NOT RELIGION.

It W<»s Something Very Different That
Animated Eliza.
New Orleans has for
ninny years been faithfully served by
who. although
women
two
negro
Itomiri by ι tie tie of common devotion
to their mistress, yet detest each other
cordially. su that the kitchen la the
»ceiie of continuous battle.
Martha, the cook, is a leading light
At revival meetings
In the church
she wan always the tirst to occupy the
mourners' bench, the tirst to shout
"Halleluiah!" and to fall into those
contortions of body and outfllngiug of
limbs ι luit lo the African uieau "getting religion." Eliza, the maid of all
work, on the other hand, had always
Μγη

S

Workman.

as it stimulates the kidneys so
they will eliminate the waste matter
from the blood. Impurities depress the
nerves, causing nervons exhaustion and
other ailments. Commence to-day and
yon will soon be well. Pleasant to take.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Remedy

"That was an awfnl disaster. There
Isn't that terwas only one survivor.

rible?"
"Fearful.

What

a

bore she'll be!"

What will yon take for tbatCongh yon
have Bill? 1 don't want it, but if I had it
I would take Bloodine Cough Checker.
A 25c. bottle will euro yon.

of

try."—New

Dangerous Eggs.

A certain well known actor Is alare
ways ready to assert that there
bis promany untoward possibilities In
fession.
"Really the public doesn't
the vicissitudes of an a<>

appreciate

tops life," he said recently. "Now,
there was Wlsham Brown, who went
touring In South Africa. I met Wlsb'Well, how is
am's cousin recently.
'Wish?' said the cousWish?' said I.
in.
'Why, man, Wisham's dead!"
'How did he die?
'Dead!' I cried.
'Pelted to death with eggs at Cape
Town,' the cousin answered. 'But eggs

WT

STATEROOMS «I.OO.

Steamships

"Governor Dingley" or
"Governor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, week days only at7 v.
for Boston.

tonic to produce nealthy,
red-blooded American men
and women.

Returnlnc
Union Wharf, Boaton,
days only, at 7 p.m., for Portland.
Leave

TRUE S ELIXIR

Through

of

most every

Freight

mother.

rate· aa low ae other linen.

Picture Frames

Tones up the Stomach.

Expels Impurities.
Best Worm Remedy.

and Pictures,

IT WILL MAKE YOUR CHILDREN WHAT
THET SHOULD BE.

$1.00

50c.

principal

Portland, Me.

System
Enriches the Blood.

85c.

week

J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,

Cleanses the

Mats, Mirrors

HILLS,

Mouldings s,;L.

&

Jeweler and Gradi jte Optician.

High Grade

Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Bridled Bride·.
Western brides have an easier time
than their Abyssiniun sisters. On tbe
occasion of her marriage an Abyssinian bride bas to change her skin.
From ebony she has to become cafe

L. M. TUFTS,

NORWAY, MAINE.

Nichols St..

SOUTH PARIS.

PltORATK NOTICE*.
To all persons lntcreete 1 In either of the K<ut«
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court. heM at Parle, 'r. an]
for the County of Oxford, on the thirl Tu. wjot
April, In the year of our Lord one t)
The followln.
nine hundred and nine.
having been presented for the action th· ψοο
Is
It
hereinafter Indicated,
hereby OBUi.it:
That notice thereof be given to all perr m· it
a
tercatc-l, by causing copy of this order to t*
nubllshed three weeks successively In
Os
at
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at
Parle, In said County, tnat they may aiu* r at
Probate Court to be held at «aid Par': ob
the third Tuesday of May, A. D. 1909, at »
of the clock In the forenoon, and be beam :
on If they see cause.

To accomplish this tbe exbride is shut up in a room for
She is covered with
three months.
woolen stuff, with the exception of her
head; tlieu they bum certain green
Tbe fumes
and fragrant branches
which they produce destroy the original skin, and in its place comes the
au

ticket* on sale at

railroad station·.

with its 57 years of earned reputation, is the ideal household remedy

Lawrence.—South-

lait.

pectant

skin, soft and clear us h baby's.
elders of (be family Iced the
forceyoung woman with nutritive
meat lui lis. t'upe Colony Ar^us
new

The

AHusan Π. Claflln, late of Parla, dt
will and petition for probate thereof prea
by Frank il. Hill, the executor therein n.i

The first food of the day.

M

Abel F. ttaaborn, late of Fryeburg,
Every man, woman and child begin·
c«l; will and petltlou for probate then
the day with more or less vigor of mind
sented bv Amelia D. Sanborn, the ex
therein named.
and strength of body according to the
Dorraa A. Jlllaon. 1 to of Oxford.
The
stomach.
to
the
food
first
supplied
have taught us ed; will and petition for probate Ibtl
experience
sented
of
by Stephen 1). Jlllaon, the execut.
best first dish of the day is a bowl
flour. In named.
can assimi- how to make this perfect
stomach
The
Oats.
Quaker
Austin W. Royal, late of Parla, dt
will and petition for probate thereof |i
Richest Ohio Wheat, six times
late it more quickly and with less effort
Katber K. Koyal, the executrix
by
than other foods. There is little or no scoured
hermetically sealed A named.
conis
of
food
matanks—latest
ounce
waste and every
improved
Jennie II. Rumpus, late of Oxford.
etl ; will and petition for probate then :
half-hour tests.
verted into muscle, vigor and brain chinery
sented by Charles H. Bumpus, the I
therein named.
activity. The strongest people in the Your bread will prove it
Almon Voting, late of Hiram, decca-·.
world are the regular eaters of Quaker
and petition for probate thereof presei'.
breakfast
it
for
eat
B. Clarke and Fannie M. Cllffor
You
should
Walter
Oats.

43

ei»

years' milling

u
.crt
>

every

WilliamTell

day.

The regular size package of Quaker
Oats sells for 10c, the large family size
package comes at 25c and 30c.

.·

/re

Harvesting
flachinery.
taken the agency
Osborne Farm
the

Having

for

Machinery,

I

am

to furnish

prepared

Mowing Machines,
Horse Rakes,
Disc & Tooth Harrows,
Cream

Separators,

Gasoline

Engines, Etc.

And All Repairs for Same.
CARRIAGES,
and
FURNISHINGS
CARRIAGE
REPAIRS.
Full line of NEW

E. 0.

HILLETT,

NEAR α. T. STATION,

South Paris,

Maine.

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
will and testament of
JENNIE A. WADS WORTH, late of Hiram,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demanda against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
NELLIE M. BIGLEY.
April20th, 1909.

Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
uj>on the same on the 7th day of May, A. D.
1909, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspa|>er printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as
stated
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and tne seal thereof, at Fortland, In said District, on the 17th day of April,
A. D. 1906.

[l. s.J

A true copy of
Attest:

JAME8 E. HEWEY, Clerk.
petition and order thereon.
VamES E. HEWEY,Clerk.

If
DO ΥΟϋ WANT TO QO TO COLLEGE?
so we can help you. We have already pat hundreds through college by means of our plan.
Write to-day for full Information regarding our
offer of a free scholarship In any school or college. Address, Robert J. Sherlock, 29-31 East
23d Street, New York City.

PARKER'S
•HAIR BALSAM

Clcuwt and bMOtifef th« heir.
Promet·* a lnurianl growth.
Srrn Tails to BMtore Gray
Coir to Its Youthful Color.
Cures κ*1ρ diMM à hilr falling.
10». tad SU» M DraailOi

«'

f

t:;e

executor* therein named.

Luey S. Llbby, late of Greenwood,
e<l ; will and petition for probate then
ne η ted by .lease F. Llbby, the executor
named.

i>

··»·

t.

Alpbens A. C. Abbott, late of Peru.
e<4 : will and petition for probate (ten
sented
Joseph A. Putnam, the execut >
In named.

by

-re

Cynthia Blabee, late of Hartford, dt a#·
petition that Freilerlck K. Dyer or aoinc
suitable person be appointed as admin!Μ
the estate of said deceased, presented by J
E. Warren, a creditor.
Marah E. Dlnsinorr, late of Hiram,
etl; |>etllton that Charles lUnkln or aotii· >

ANSTED A BURK COMPANY. Milkts.
Spriaffidd, Obi·

l,

t»'.

'tin

—

The university student blew a cloud of
NOTICE.
smoke from a monogrammed cigarette. don't kill,' said I.
Notice Is hereby given that my wife, Winifred
He smiled sadly
I.
left
has
in
my bed and board without
Penley,
"All rot about us fellows indulging
and murmured, 'Ostrich eggs do."'
cause, therefore I warn all people from trusting
luxuries," he said in bored tones. "Why,
Uro.
I have to come to recitations in a mac. F. PBNI.EÏ.
How Dogs Received Their Names.
17-19
South Paris, Maine, April 24,1909.
chine of the '07 model yet."

The spaniel is so called because the
If yon desire a clear complexion take prlglnal breed came from Spain.
The Spitz dog received its name beFoley's Orino Laxative for constipation
and liver trouble as it will stimulate cause of its sharp nose. Spitz In Ger·
cleanse
these organs and
thoroughly
man meaning "sharp point."
your system, which is what every one
Another funny dog is known as «
needs in the spring in order to feel well.
dachshund because that word In GerF. A. Shurtleff & Co.
man means "badger dog." and the
dachshund was first employed for
"He vowed be would love me always,
drawing badgers.
no matter what happened'"
Fox terriers were so named because in
"Well?"
"My son, when 1 was ycnr age I never
"And got mad five minutes later be- England tbey were used to bunt fox··.
told a lie."
cause I bad a pin In my bait."
"When did
pop?"

yon begin,

FIBST CLASS FARE «I.OO.

The tender ages of childhood need a strengthening

ml band, now mucb reduced, and
southeast of them the Tadousac band,
both of which are to be found distributed over flie French Canadian dis
irlcts of tbe same nnmes. There are
several other bunds farther down toward the gulf of St

Portland Division.

^HfjÊ

GENUINE

St. John, at Polute Bleue, where tbe
reserve
government has set aside a
and uttemptcd to colonize the hunters
and teach them to become farmers.
East of T^ke St. Johu Is the Cblcoutl-

ern

[astern Steamship Company,

—

lord of Padua,

young

shade bustled

"My good man," said he, "will you
tell me where I must go to get souvenir

settle
belong, trade off their buut and
the

down for rest and recreation until
off
middle of August, when they are
absoagain for the winter. They have
lutely nothing to do with the cultiva·
the
tlou of the soil, being huuters lu
The Instrictest sense of the word
dians who hunt about Luke Mlstusslnl
form η subtribe by themselves, hav

veîy

Towser has eaten the
ΐοοκ up IDC Algonquin imuuum γμκ m
supper I cooked for yon with my own Ontario for
your summer outing. A
hands.
fltth and game preserve of 2,000,000 acres
Hubby—Never mind, sweetheart, I'll interspersed with 1,200 lakes and rivers
get you another dog.
is awaiting you, offering all the attractions that Nature can bestow. MagnifiREV. I. W. WILLIAMSON'S LETTER.
cent canoe trips. Altitude 2,000 feet
Rev. I. W. Williamson, Huntington, abovo sea level. Pure and exhilarating
W. Va., writes: "This is to certify that atmosphere. Just the place for a young
I used Foley's Kidney Remedy for ner- man to put in bis summer holidays.
vous exhaustion and kidney trouble and Hotel accommodation.
An interesting
am free to say that it will do all that you and
profusely illustrated descriptive
claim for it." Foley's Kidney Remedy publication telling you all about it sent
has restored health and strength to free on
application to
thousands of weak, run down people.
J. Quixlan,
Contains no harmful drugs and is pleasD. P. Α., G. T. R., Montreal.
ant to take. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
But recently arrived, a
up to St. Peter.

Are Hunter· In the Stricte·*
Sense of the Word.
During nim· months of the yearMonta
full, winter nnd sprlng-the
tbelr
una In i ml in lis of Canada spend
live* In the "hush." hunting and trapThen in
ping for pelts and mente.
June they rendezvous at the particular
Hudson Buy company post where they

They

and senior students, who
toklng the civil engineering course,
recently heard two very interesting
by Mr. Dwight Porter, of the
Maesachusetta Institute of
Those on
stream.
Mr. Porter's subjects were
Sewerage tbe name of that
and
in and around Boston," and The water the Nekonbn river bear its nume,
John
supply of Boston." Both lectare.were those who bunt uearer Luke St.
Instructive, aud every manwbo wM are known by the Indian name of that
so fortunate as to be present, considered
lake, Pikonagami. All of these bands
he had a vivid description of those rendezvous on the west shore of Lake
are

organization
Dogberry,
School Improvement League of Maine. Verger,
Seacoal, j watchmen
the
of
Under the direction
the League
Oatcake, (
for the

are a»

Each iitudent whose residence Is
outside of the state, and who register" in

£TH"r"W

M0NTA6NAIS INDIANS.

"Maw, what's paw doing down in the
basement? Patching up the ice box?
heathen, scotllng
"No, dear; he's putting new wire been an uuregenerate
clothes.
at religiou. jeering at Martha and dein the screen doors."
gauze
Two tableepoonfuls to a pint of water
NOTICE.
"How do you know?"
claring no power on earth could Inwill remove the most obstinate stains.
The subscriber hereby (rives notice that she
the language he is using, dear."
her to go Inside u church. Great, has
duce
"By
been
duly appointed executrix of the
Matting should be washed with strong
therefore, was Mrs. S.'s surprise on the last will and testament of
salt and water to strengthen the fibers.
». DAMON, late of Sumner,
FREKLAND
A CARD.
occasion of the last revival to find In the
If a white or cream colored matting
County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
This is to certify that all druggists are that it was Eliza and uot Martha who
the estate of said dedemands
has become faded, wash with strong
against
having
if
ceased are desired to present the same for settlesoda water and, while this will turn it a authorized to refund your money
was attending the meetings.
are requested to
thereto
and
all
Indebted
ment,
Honey and Tar fails to cure your
Martha," she exclaimed, make uavment Immediately.
deeper shade of creamy yellow, it will be Foley's or
"Why.
cold. It stope the cough,
D. DAMON.
cough
1909.
HARRIETT
30th,
all one color instead of variegated.
April
church'/"
to
heals the lungs and prevents pneumonia "aren't you going
Matting should always be ewept the
"No'tn," answered Martha sullenly.
no
and
Contains
opiates.
consumption.
way of the weave, not across it.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
F.
"Why Γ
If some of the figures in the pattern The genuine is in a yellow package.
In the matter of
)
"
Liza she goes now."
dat
'Cause
&
A.
Shurtleff
Co.
MELL FROST,
have become dingy, they can be brightJ Id Bankruptcy.
room for both of
J
Isn't
there
Bankrupt.
"But
into
the
ened by rubbing dye
matting
I'm afraid I can't write that article
To the ΙΙοκ. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Diswith an old toothbrush, following the
you?"
"
States for the District
United
of
the
trict
Court
on 'System.'
lines of the figure, which can be strength"No'rn. dey ain't."
of Maine:
"Why not?"
ELL FROST, of Mexico, In the Counened with a pencil before applying the
All Martha's pent-up indiguatlon em"I can't find my notes."
M
ty of Oxford, and State of Maine,
dye.
In said District, respectfully represents that
phasized the nuswer.
the 23th (lay of April, 1906, be was
dat Liza she
Miss
Mary,
"'Cause.
is
the
Tonic
Bloodine The World's
uoder the Acts of
under
Maxims for the Married.
No sooner 1 duly adjudged bankrupt
Free Jes' goes ter spite me.
he has
best tonic and body builder.
Bankruptcy ; that be
Congress relating
relating to Bankruptcy;
dan duly surrendered all his property and rights
bench
Never both be angry at once.
mo'uers"
de
The
to
mail
for
10c.
to
Address,
go
up
Sample by
gits
all the
with
and
has
of
fully compiled
property,
Never taunt with a past mistake.
Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
Lisa she follers me and sets down requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
Never allow a request to be repeated.
a
1
has
his
Court
befo'
aud
touching
bankruptcy.
clost beside me,
Wherefore be prays, That he maybe decreed
Never meet without a loving welcome.
Tommy Figg—Sister's beau kioked my
ter git 'ligton Liza she begins by the Court to bave a full discharge from all
Never forget the happy hours of early dog yesterday, but I got even with him, cbanst
bal·
debts provable against his estate under said
ter glrnte around and shout 'Ulory
love.
such debt· as are
you bet.
Qsts and Bankruptcy Acts, except
her
wld
out
she
and
lelulalif
either
alone
Never talk at one another,
excepted by law from such discharge.
Johnny Briggs—How?
oat
she
of April, A. D. 1909.
and
Dated
this
13th
de
In
day
bltn
me
Jaw,
or in company.
Tommy Figg—I mixed quinine with bits
MELL FR08T, Bankrupt.
wid her footses and kicks me spang
Neglect the whole world besides rather her face powder.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
'taln't
than one another.
'lig- District of
in be sbln. But, 1 tell you.
Maine, ss.
Never let the sun go down upon anger
Many weak, nervous women have been loa Liza's got. Miss Mary; hit's deblJ- On this 17th day of April, A. D. 1909, on read.
or grievances.
restored to health by Foley's Kidney
Ing the foregoing petition. It Is—
York Times.

Keep

Wagon

HELPFUL

can continue and make permanent
the work begun at this time. Directions
and helps for organizing the League will
be sent on request.
5. The establishment of some permanent, practical recreation ground for the
Never Do This.
and school.
Never begin a journey until breakfast community
6. The closer relation of the home
bas been eaten.
and the echool.
Never take warm drinks and then im7. Any other topic of timely interest
mediately go out into the cold.
of
to the people of
Keep the back, especially between the the special importance
community.
also the
well
shoulder

"What's the matter with your face? It
looks as though a train had run over it
Never speak loudly to one another
and turned and repeated the operation." unless the house is on fire.
"Oh, not so very much. I had a friend
Let each one strive to yield oftenest to
Maine. who insisted that I should tell him all
•outb. Parie,
the wishes of the other.
his faults."
Never make a remark at the expense
In MIIVO! "Congratulations; you got off light." of each other; it is a meanness.
FT .FÎ A SE
Never sigh over what might have been
Beer Drinkers and others who suffer
When in want of anything in our lines give 11a a call.
but make the most of what is.
with Bright's Disease, Diabetes, Back
Ache, or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble
WK CAS SAVE YOU MON BY. WE SELL
can be cured if they will take Bloodine
Introducing Strangers.
Blood and Kidney Tablets. 25c. a box,
The etiquette of introduction is not
Builders*
mailed by The Bloodine Co., Inc., Bos- well known to every one, although most
ton, Mass.
Builders*
persons euppose It is. Shyness is the
cause of as many mistakes as ignorance,
what
a
Little
is
Willie—Say, pa,
Linseed Oil,
Floor Paints,
however. There is something about the
House Paints,
hypocrite?
and receiving of an introduction
Floor Dressing,
Varnishes,
Barn Paints,
Pa—A hypocrite, my son, is a man making
that is confusing to all kinds of people.
Floor Finish,
Hoof Paints,
Tnrpentine, who publicly thanks the Lord for his These
simple rules will keep you
Brushes. success and then gets mad every time
Filler,
Paints,
if yon don't get self-oonscious
insinuates that he isn't mainly straight
anybody
and stumble over them:
Our paints include Impervious, Heath A Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.
responsible for it himself.
Always present a man to a lady.
Always ask permission of the lady
If you want to feel well, look well and
beet of all rooflngs. THE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't
Paroid
be well, take Foley's Kidney Remedy. if you have the time; if not, use the
try imitations.
It tones up the kidneys and bladder, form, "Mrs. Blank, may I present Mr.
the blood and restores health Dash?"
kind
to order.
that
lasts.
The
make
purities
Window
Screens—We
.creen Doors and
Always introduce a young woman to
and strength. Pleasant to take and conin.
veranda
screened
Have
io
stock.
sizes
of
doora
your
Regular
tains no harmfal drugs. Why not com- an older one.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Jkc.
Also present a young girl to a dismenoe to-day?
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
tinguished older man.
Wheelbarrows—We have a few first class wheelbarrows. Call snd see them.
In introdncing two girls or ladies of
"Was that novel shocking?"
is informal to
sell "Columbia Ignition Batteries" the
and Electrical
"Terribly so—almost as bad as the equal age and station, it know Miss
"Miss Blank, do yon
say,
in
law
trial."
an
unwritten
testimony
best for automobiles and telephones.
Dash?"

Billings BlOOli,

BOMS

The straight, loosely} fitted lines prevail in ail the new suits, and in many away.

blades,

To work without food I am able.
Yet when 1 work I'm always fed
And am always driven, never led.
A palace fine my home may be
Or humble cot may shelter me.
In each my lot is just the same.
Please guess my
I'm made to work.

ERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND

All in running order and

If the whole number be divided by
If the
the quotieut coutains a 9.

Th· Amateur Oardener.

HOMEMAKEBS" COLUMN.

■

For Sale at Your Grocer'β

N. D. Bolster & Co.

r
<·

suitable person be appointed as admlnMi ..i
the estate of said deceased, presented by Larlola
A. Dlnsmore, mother.
■

SILVER
SALE—HOUDON8 Λ SI)
both breed* of Iravy layIlannlbal Andrew·, late of Milton ('. ,ti
K.
A.
Mrs.
13.
Allen, Hon,
ing strains, eggs fl.tO per
deceased; petition (Ml iMOgMM M In
»■
Spring Valley Poultry Kami, West Parle, Maine.
or some ofier suitable person be appoint*
16-18
R. E.D.I, Box «0.
administrator of said deceased, pren'nte l '>jImogene M. Swett, niece.
NOTICE.
Orang· F. Nmall, of I'arla, ward, lit- »
To the Selectmen of the Town of Parle, Gentle- count presented for allowance by It<j it ".
men :
small,
guardian.
The Citizens' Telephone Company, desiring to
Thomas A· IHOoster, of Buck Held, «
bull·! an<l equip u telephone line In the towns of
Parla, Oxford ami lleuron anil desiring to ex- dmt account presented for allowance by >
terni Us Unie In the (own of Paris, respectfully W. Record, guardian.
to conpetition your Hoard for a written permit
Franklin Huntress, late of Hiram. d<
stuct their lines, erect their poles and «tretch
for determination of collator*
wires *nd cable* for all needed purposes upon etl; petition
John L. Hum ·■·.
ami along the following named highways and herltance tax presented by
administrator.
sal·!
The
public roads and streets of said town.
of such
late
of Woodst
poles to be erected umler th·· supervision
Eleanor Whitman,
officers .is said town mnv >te<»1irnatc The follow- ceased ; Drat account presented for allowar
f
referred
ing are the streets and highways above
L. Cushnnn, executor.
George
to: Pleasant St, Market Square to W estern AveChristina Record, late of Oxford, deer
nue, Main Street from Market Square tojunctlon
of roads leading to Hebron with road leading to tlnal account presented for allowance by »>■
East Oxford, thence through District No. 1 to Ha/en, exeeutor.
rOR

Spangled Hamburg*,

Oxford line also on l'arsons road to town farm
and Oxford line; Oxford Street, Brook Street
vast A. B. Talbot's and over Clifford Hill, Bucklie Id road to Bucklield line, Hill Street and old
road to Paris lllll, Ilitch Street from Market
road
Square to O. G. Curtis house and Dudley
and Nichols Street to Elm Hill, Howland road to
Paris Hill. Western Avenue, Gothic Street, Nc
4 lllll road and from Kings corner to Howland

Jacob MeHttn, late of Paris, de<
distribute balance re
presented by Walter 1.. t.

<·

for order to
petition
in his hands

Ing
administrator.

Edward E.

hands, presented by
administrator.
ing

presented

Bankrupt's

of Maine
TOSEI'll
BOIVIN, of Rumford. In : (
'J
County of Oxfont, ami State of
In said District, respectfully represent- t'-*t
on
the ilrl «lay of May, last past,
f
un>ler tin· At'luly adjudged
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that I
f
duly surrendered all hU pro|>erty and rights the
property, and has fully compiled with η
f
order»
requirement* of said Acts ami of the
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may
"i
creed by the Court to have a full discharge fr
-<H
all debt* provable against hie estate un it
Acta, except such debts
ccpte·! by lair from such discharge.
bate·! thla l.'th <lay of April, A. D. 1
JOSEPH BOIVIN, Bankr ; 1

bankrupt,

1

m

bankruptcy

»

ORDER OF NOTICE

Witness the Hon. C'lahks· κ Halk, ·'■ '(<
ι ft
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, st
a
land, In said District, on the 17th day of γ"..
1909.
A. D.
JAMES E. BKWBT, ι
(l. e.J
A true copy of petition and order then
Attest-JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk

STATE

Liquid Paint.
MADE IN NEW ENGLAND.
BEST FOR NEW ENGLAND.

NOTICE.
The (ubacrlber hereby gives notice t at
Λ"
has I km; η duly appointed executor of *·<*■

For Sale by

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

will and testament of
ANNIE B. WILSON, late of l'art
Courty of Oxfonl, deceased. Λ '■ per1
eons having demand* against the esut*
*i
deceased are desired to present the unit f
tlement, and all Indebten thereto are re·, -•■»tw
11 make payment Immediately.
WALTER L. bK Al
1909.

Sample Card· Free.

In the

βΟ YEAR8'

April 20th,

EXPERIENCE

Patents

NOTICE.

I*
The subscriber hereby gives notice thst
has been duly appointed administrator
the will annexed of the e*t*te of
'·
JOSEPHINE E. DUDLEY, late of Woodsl
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and ι1«®
All persons
bondaaathe law directe.
! art
demanda against tlie estate of sal 1 decease »n 1
desired to present the same for settlement,
make
|'*7
to
all indebted thereto are requested
ment Immediately.
DUDLKt
ANSEL
KM.
April 20th,

h.tv1nj

Design·
Copyright· Ac.

Anyone «ending a «ketch and daaeiiptlon mar
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
Indention Is probably patenutile. Commnnlcatlonestrictly confluent lal. HANDBOOK on Patenta
lent free. Oldest agency for securing patenta.
Patenta taken through Munn k Go. rtCMT·
tpteial notice, without charge, In th·

NOTICE.
be
The lubacriber hereby give· notice that the
of
has been duly appointed administrator
estate of
ORANGK T. SMALL, late of Pari·,
in the County of Oxfonl, deccasel, and glv«
All persons hsvtn*
bondaaathe law direct·.
sre
demands against the csute of sal«l deceased aa·.
desired to preaent the aame for seulement,
m***
to
all Indebted thereto are requested
payment immediately.
BOBKRr O. SMALLApril Î0 h, 1909.
WALTER L. GRAY, Agent^

Scientific Américain

A handsomely lllnetratod weekly. Largeat dr·
eolation of any sclentlflo journal. Terms. $3 a
year; four months, IL. Sold by all newsdealer*.

miteaxsteW
CHARLES r. DURELL, late of Oxford.

In the County of Oxford, decease), and (riven
All persons having
bonds as the law direct*.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
deatred to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto arc requested to make payment Immediately.
March 16th, 1909. CHARLES P. DURELL.

place·

stated·

Wads worth, Howland & Co.

NOTICE.

THERE*»

DMTRICT OP MaINK, 88.
» !·
On this 17th <lay of April, A. U. 1909, on r>
Ιηκ the foregoing petition. It Is—
*1
Ordered by the Court, That a bearing
I>.
A
upon the same on the 7th day of May,
!'!·■
1900, before said Court at Portland, In sal I
λ
trlct, &t 10 o'clock In the forenoon,
notice thereof be publUhed In the Oxford
,ιηΊ
ocrât, a newspaper printed In «aid District
that all known creditor*, and other |··
t ;■ wt.
an
»ald
time
at
the
Interest, may appear
and show cause, If an ν they have, why the | rayer of said petitioner should not be granted
Tut
And It Ih further ordered by the Court,
the Clerk shall send by mall to all know
orltr,
Itor* copte* uf eald petition and this
of reel ten ·. »·
dressed to them at their

Js

The subscriber hereby elves notice that he has
been duly appointed adminIstrator of the estate
°f

Discharge.

Petition for

the matter of
)
JOSEPH BOIVIN.
Jin B*nkrj|t jr
Bankrupt. )
i ί«
To the Hon. Ci.akknck Halk, Judge of tt
trlct Court of the Unite·! States for the
In

}

South Paris.

ur

Ererard II· Borkler, of Woodst· ». a
·<>·
minor; petition for license to sell and
real estate presented by Alfred R. Hendrlcguardian.
rt
ADDISON K. 11KRKICK, Judge of sal I (.
\ true copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK, Re^-ltr

that
Upon the foregoing petition, ordered,
public no'lee thereof be given by printing copies
of this petition with this order thereon In the
Oxford Democrat, said notice to be at least fourteen days before the 8th day of May. 1909, on
which day at the assessors' otllce In said town, a
pubile hearing will be held when residents and
owners of property upon the highways, town
and all
ways and street·· to be affected thereby,
other persons Interested shall have full oppor
such
cause
why
permit should
tunlty to show
not be granted. Ami we the said selectmen, endorse thereon that no personal notice or other
notice than the above. Is necessary to be given
of
by the petitioners to the residents and owners
property to be ulTccted thereby.
April 17.1900.
FRANK A. KARRAR,
) Selectmen
of the
CHARLES W. BOWKKR.J
town of Purls.
W. C. STEARNS,

BAY

>

Jacob .VcKeen, late of Paris, de
for allowance by W
tlnal account
Ii. Gray, administrator.

TOWN OK ΓΛΚΙΗ.

I

Allen, late of Paris,

for order to distribute balance r>
petition
James ·,'
In bis

road.
April 17. 1909.
CITIZENS' TELEPHONE COMPANY.
By Waiter L. Gray, President.

>·.

tie·

|

NOTICE.
ih.it he
The aubecriber hereby give· notice of tM
duly appointed administrator

has been
eeuuj of

JAMES 8. WIDBER, late of Dixdeld.
gt«
In tbe County of Oxfonl, deceased, andl>**t°i
bond· m the law direct·. All person*
deee·**
*ald
of
eatate
the
demanda agalnat
are dealre<l to preaent the aame for
to »ak
and all Indebted thereto are requested

settle®'"1;

■"KM."»ST*·

JOHN O. WIDBKB*

